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CHAPTER 1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

BACKGROUND

One of the most crucial problems facing military commanders and defense
decisio-M-akers is

the maincenance of an "effective" military capability.

Creating combat-ready units in time of war,

establishing standards and

priorities for training, procuring, and staffing during periods of relative peace,

and assuring a military capability that deters potential

adversaries from dangerous adventures have long been central missions
of the U.S.

armed forces.

Yet, measuring "military effectiveness" with-

out data from combat experience remains a major unresolved research
problem.

Military operations are complex undertakings involving a variety of
social processes (such as C3 , planning,
ments,

nechanical operations,

which knowledge is

and so forth),

and rapidly changing situations about

always incomplete.

These have traditionally been

described in terms of functional areas -tics,

intelligence,

physical move-

and so forth.

command,

operations,

The failure of any o•,k

logis-

functional

area may undermine the pex .irmance of a unit ("lor want of a nail a
shoe was lost...').
its

functional parts.

But military effectiveness is more than the sum of
All functional aspects of an operatioti may go

well, but a unit may still
history is

fail to accomplish its mission.

Conversely,

replete with examples of military units that achieved their

missions despite functional failures.

The U.S. military has long recognized this and has therefore made commanders responsible not for mere technical proficiency within their
units but for effective performance.
failures, cvercome obstacles,
as "successful."

Focus is

and achieve their objectives are vi wed

placed on outcomes
1-1
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Units that have fewer functional

--

the achievement of

desired goals

--

rather than the process involved in getting there.

In

short, military effectiveness can only be measured in terms of mission
accomplishment.

The research reported here was sponsored by the Cyber-

netics Technology Office of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(ARPA/CTO) to determine whether a research methodology based on this
principle could be developed and implemented.
OBJECTIVES
The research reported in this volume had three major objectives:
1. Improvement of understanding of the concept of comxbat
effectiveness.
2. Development of algorithms (procedures) for projecting
combat effectiveness.
3. Exploration of the implications of combat effectiveness for readiness.
As used in this report, the concept "conibat effectiveness" refers to the
ability of a unit to accomplish a military mission.

As such, combatN

effectiveness refers to performance in a hostile environment, as distinguished from the concept of "readiness," which refers to a state of
preparedness prior to entering the hostile environment.
As discussed in the body of the report, there has been virtually no systematic, empirical research into the "combat effectiveness" of uniLs.
To a large extent, this lack of research has bien due to an inability
to create an empirical. measure of combat effectiveness

--

a replicable,

valid, coherent scale against which unit performance can be reliably
gauged.

Hence, the development of such a scale and the resulting

improved understanding of the concept of combat effectiveness were the
first goals of the research effort.

1-2

Gi.ven the ability to scale uait perbo.mance,

it

was then possible to

examine asso:iations between "effectiveness" and other variables
tributes of units,
fcrth.

!evcli of performance,

enemy capabilities,

--

and so

Using research technique; that blended the judgment of experi-

enced officers with -!mpirical evidence,

the refe.,ech team was able to

create algorithms reflecting these associations.

These algorithmN,

in

.1

turn, hove imlications for

"* Procurement decisions,
"* Allocatior of training time,
"* Research priorities,
"* Unit composition, and

*1

"* Development of doctrine.
In addition,

a partictular effort was made to focus on the readiness impli-

cations of the research.

Specifically,

three concerns we~re examined:

To what extent can the research be used to find ways
of projecting combat effectiveness before a unit is
deployed in a potettially hostile environment?

1.

2.

To what extent can research be used to evaluate exercise performance an an indication of future combat
effectiveness?

3.

To what extent does the research validate existing systems for measuring readiness or suggest innovations
in readiness measurement?

FOCUS

These objectives are ambitious.

During the first year of effort, research

focused on U.S. Marine Corps infantry battalions engaged in offensive
operations.

*

J

Marine Corps units were selected because

The Commandant of the Marine Corps has a strong interest
in the subject of combat readiness, as is evidenced by

1-3
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j

the recen': development of the Marine Corps Combat
Resdiness Evaluation System (MCCRES) by Marine Corps
personnel.
*

Headquarters .'arine Corps provided dscistance in the
form of an experienced officer to serve as the Contracting Officer's Technical Representative (COTR)
for the study.

*

Outstanding facilities of the U.S. Marine Corps Historical Branch and Library were available to support
the data collection effort.

t the same time, every effort was made to ensure that the research was
not focused exclusively on the Marine Corps, but on the general issues
of ground combat.

This is intended to facilitate applicction of the

findings and, wlre appropriate,

broadening of the research effort.

infantxy battalions were examined because they are the single most numerous units, and because battalions are the smallest units for which
accurate data are likely to be found.

The lowest level of analysis prec-

tical was desired in order to ensure focus on combat --- interaction with
hostile forces.

At the same time, data were collected on the activities

of higher headquarters and supporting elements as their actions impacted
on the infantry battalions being studied.
Focus was limited to offensive operations for two reasons:
1. Some substantive focus was necessary to produce a
coherent data set for analysis within the limited
resources available.
2.

Offensive operations are among the most frequent and
important undertaken by U.S. military units and are
emphasized in current doctrine.

Specific military operations,
the units of analysis.
ined

--

usually confined to a few days, comprised

Twenty-two cases from four combat eras were exam-

World War II (10 cases),

Korea (5 cases), Vietnam (5 cases),

and

1-4
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special operations (2 cases; Dominican Republic and the 1958 Lebanon
landings).

Cases were chosen to provide a variety of experience.

APPROACH
The research approaich was to tap the judgment of officers with combat
experience. Rather than asking officers to list the factors which they
believed to be mos#* important in deter-mining combat effectiveness, however, the study tcam wanted to create a "context."

These contexts con-

sisted of brief (8-21 pages) narrative descriptions of specific engagements.

There were three reasons for using this frrmat:
*

Other researchers have in the past, and are today,
using survey instruments to gather the abstract opinions of experienced officers on this topic.

*

Collection of opinions in the abstract has a strong
tendency to reproduce doctrine -- officer's opinions
are shaped by training as well as experience, and the
training is often more recent.

e

Use of historical cases allows cross-checking of officer opinion with the historical information available.

The officer participants were asked, based on cheir readings of the narratives, to provide information on three issues:
1. Did the unit accomplish its mission?

2. Compared with other cases, how well did the unith
accomplish its mission?
3. Why did the unit succeed or fail -- what were the crucial factors that contributed to the unit' s relative
level of mission accomplishment?
This "judgmental" data were supported by "historical" information coded
by the project team.

Historical data were collected for factual issues

Ij

(how many personnel were in the unit, what were their levels of experience, and so forth) or c2zose that required detailed examination of historical records (maintenance problems encountered, availability of specific
types of ammuniLicn, and so forth).
The project involved, then, three major data sets:
1. Judgmentally derived codings of mission accomplishment
that reflected relative combat effectiveness.
2. Judgmentally derived data to determine which factors
were crucial in determining whether units would perform well or poorly.
3. Historical data about the engagements.
The research results were derived from an analysis of these data sets
and the associations among them.

RESULTS
RESEARCH
Caveats

--

Limitations on the Findings

No research effort can have universal application.

Indeed, well-designed

research is usually narrowly focused to reduce the number of confounding
variables present, allow greater confidence that the findings are meaningful, and to increase understanding of the processes at work.
The major substantive limitations of the analyses presented below can be
summarized in two main points:
1.The data are historical, not focused on the future.
Hence, characteristics of the future battlefield are
either underrepresented or not present at all, in the
data set.
2. The focus is on Marine Corps infantry battalions in
offensive missions. Extension to other types of
units, levels of command, services, or classes of
mission can only be made with great caution.
1-6

Fro

a statistical standpoint, the reader must understand four principal

limitations on the interpretation of the analyses.
are cross-sectional, not over time.

First, the analyses

This means that they are based on

difference3 among the 22 engagements, or the 50 critical factors coding
sheets, the 68 ratings of combat effectiveness, or the 101 comparative
rankings of combat performance, not on repeated observations of a single
unit.

To be truly valid, the findings should be tested by following

units over time.
Second, the analyses are limited by the historical record available.
Neither the narrative descriptions nor the objective data collected by
the study team are complete or perfectly accurate.

The presumption is

made that there are no consistent biases in the data set so that errors
of omission are part of "random error."1
Third, the absence of findings regarding a variable or class of variableA
indicates that no evidence was found indicating that the variable was
systematically associated with changes (variance) in levels of combat
performance.

Hence, the analysis can omit factors or functions that are

important in determining combat outcomes, but: which have adequate valuesU
in all or nearly all engagements under study.

Finally, and perhaps most important, are the issues of numbers of cases
and variance in the dependent variable.
very small number with which to work.

Statistically, 22 cases is a
The resuilts of the analyses are

remarkably strong in light of this problem, but it did present difficulties during the analytic phase of the research.

It was made even more

serious by a lack of variance in the measures of combat effectiveness
(see Chapter 4).
1 ems, there are two further
Having noted these pre'..
points to be made.

The findings make excellent empirical and theoretical sense.

Neverthe-

less, readers and potential users should be aware of these caveats and

1-7

limitations.

Second, based on the succ~ess of the maethodology, a second

research effort is planned that will directly resolve many of these problems.

The next phase 'qjll include

"* Analyses of unit performance from the 1973 war, where
the "emerging threat" is better represented.

"* Analyses of cases in which U.S. Marine Corps battalions encountered short effects and/or surprise from
enemy force levels, positions, weapons, or tactics.
This should
-

Provide more cases of imperfect performance,
thus increasing the variance in the dependent
variable.

-

Allow projection of the attributes of units
that are prepared to withstand shock and surprise, a key element in the early days of
conflicts.

"* Analyses of units over time as well as cross sectionally.

"* Enlargement of the data set and collection of variables that are focused to resolve ambiguities and
uncertainties resulting from the first research

effort.I
These caveats apply, with different force, to all five sets of analyses
reported below:

"* The coherence and meaning of the judgmental measures
of combat effectiveness.

"* The coherence and meaning of the judgmental data
regarding critical determinaats of combat outcomes.j

"* The pattern of association between judgmental critical
determinants and combat effectiveness.

"* The pattern of association between historical data and
co~mbat effectiveness.

"* The potential for innovations in the evaluation of
exercises.
1-8

Measuring Combat Effectiveness

The first goal of this project was to develop a relinble, valld way
of measuring combat effectiveness.

Table 1 shows the results of a

"factor

analysis" performed on the 13 different judgmencal measures

coded.

High (approaching

for all variables.

1.00) loadings and communalities are shown

These loading,

plus the failure of any other s~a-

tistically strong factors to emerge,

9

indicate that

Judgmental measures of combat effectiveness form a
coherent, unidimensional scale for the 22 engagements
examined.

Of the 13 questions asked of the panel, the "marker" variable -variable that is best used as a summary indicator --

is

that

a J0•-point

ranking which focuses the coding officer on mission accomplishment and
ignores extenuating circumst'nces.

o

Mission accomplishment is a central consideration in
the minds of experienced officers asked to evaluate
the relative combat effectiveness of units.

Several other fiadings emerged from a careful examination of the judgmental data regarding combat efzectiveness:

Units are rated less effective when overall "combat
effectiveness" and "military mission accomplishment"
are evtluated in terms of the unit in isolation.
They
are reted riri
iffective when contextual factors and/or
the perfoL-wat~ce of superior headquarters and/or support
units is included ia the analysis.
This can be read as reflecting common sense -does not operate in
straints.
is

a vacuum, but rather in

More significantly,

however,

it

that an infantry battalion

a world of obstacles and conalso implies that adaptability

an important element in determining performance.

to different levels of resource availability,

The ability to react

to take advantage of

1-9
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TABLE 1
Results of Factor Analysis
on Judgmental Cumbat Effectiveness

Number

Factor
7,)ading

Estimated
Communality

1

-. 89

.

2

.90

.92]

3A

L990

.85

3B

-. 81

.84

4A

.90

.88

4B

(.76)

(.78)

5A

.84

.88

5B

.83

.89

6A

(.76)

.86

6B

.86

7A

.88

.84

7B

.88

.80

3C

Eigenvalue

( )

9.77

highest (over

.90)

lowest (below

.80)
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opportunities 11;uvided by terrain, and to react to enemy resistance would
be

t

pected, based on this findint

to be an important discriminator between

successful and unsuccessful units.

"

No bias was detected in coding for the different eras
of combat -- the mean values for the four groups (World
War II,
Korea, Vietnam, and special operaticos) are
remarkably close.

"

measures of combat effective"Objective" or historical
tiess are costly and time consuming to collect at the
level of infantry battalions and do not vary widely
across cases.

"* Friendly casualties are not a good measure of combat
effectiveness.

"*

Combat effectiveness is a multidimensional phenomenon
that is not accurately reflected in any single objective number, but can be captured through integrated
judgments.

Judgmental Evaluations of Critical Factors

A factor analysis was also performed on the set of 13 judgmentally
derived critical

factors variables available

the results of that analysis.
related variables.
is

measured by the

for analysis.

The three "factors"

represent clusters of

The association between each variable and each
factor loadings.

reasonable association (1.00 is

A loading of 0.30 or greater

perfect).

solution of the factor nnalysis problem).

the data.

cates

shows

set of factors (the math-

Table 2 indicates that there are three statistically
in

factor

The communality refers to the

association between the variable ard the entire
ematical

Table 2 shows

distinct

Careful review of the pattern of variable

loadings indi-

that these can be labeled

"*

Coordination Functions (Factor

I),.

"*

Command and Planning Functions

(Factor

"•

Supporting Fires (Factor

III).

1-11

II),

dimensions

and

TAILE 2
factor Analysis of 13 Judgmental
Critical Factors Variables
factor Loadings
Variables
Quality of Information

Factor I

Awareness of Enemy

Factor III

89

Quality of Plan
Logistics Support

Factor II

.69

.06

.93

44

.11

.

47

.38

36

1.20

741

Communalit

42

.20

Capabilities
Implementation of Prin-

7 5i

.22

TT

36

.24

.54

4b

.45

34

.78

21

ciples of War
Maneuver During Action

.61

Artillery Support

.58

Naval Gunfire

.26

Preparatory Air Interdictiou

.25

F85

Close Air Support

.18

.22

-.22

(3

Armor Support
Linkages to External

.15

.27

699

76 I

i)47

Ft.8-

Units or Ccmmands
Commun-kc.tions
Suggested
Interpretation

15
Coordination
Functions

Command
and
Planning
Fumctions

Supporting
Fires

- Loading, other than highest, of 0.30 or greater.
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7

HE7

42

.~i

42

0;4
.

- Highest loading of the variable on any factor.

Q

16

38

Equally important,

the existence of these three statistically distinguiish-

able factors greatly facilitates later analysis and the interpretation
of findings.

Units that perform these activities well are expected to

be effective in combat.
ior --

Here,

again,

the importance of adaptive behav-

coordination and command activ~ties during the engagement --

is

underscored.

Finally, tle selection of criLical

factors by experienced officers pro-

duced an interesting insight into the breadth and depth of battlefield
vision of Marine Corps combat-experienced

a

officers.

Experienced infantry officers identify a wide-ranging,
theoretically balanced set of factors as cxplanacions
of success and failure in combat.

Association Between Judgmentally Derived Critical Factors and Combat
Effectiveness

A first effort at exploring the pattern of association between judgmentally derived critical factors and combat effectiveness
ysis,

identical to the one reported in Table 2,

accomplishment based,
shows the resulta.

was a factor anal-

but including the mission

10-point scale of combat effectiveness.

Table 3

The three fundamental factors remain intact.

ysis focuses on the pattern of association (loadings)

Anal-

of the combat

effectiveness variable across the factors.

*

Combat effectiveness is associated quite strongly with
the effective execution of command and planning functions, moderately strong with the availability and use
of supporting fires, and somewhat with coordination
functions.

More detailed analysis of the same information was undertaken by examining the bivariate correlations between each of tht 13 judgmentally
derived critical factors and zhe marker variable for combat effectiveness.
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These coefficients are shown in Table 4. Negative correlations are the
predicted direction.

Perfect correlation would be -1.00.

of association would be 0.00.

The absence

Levels of significance of 0.05 or less

indicate statistical association.

Hence, it is quite reasonable to con-

clude that
*judgmental codings of critical factors associate strongly
with judgmental codings of combat effectiveness.
This same information is reinterpreted in Table 5 to produce estimates
of the relative im~portance of each of the judgmental critical factors in
determining combat effectiveness.

The findings based on these analyses can be stated at two different
levels.

At the highest levels of abstraction, they suggest that "move,

shoot, and communicate" is not a bad mandate for infantry units in the
U.S. Marine Corps.

Indeed, there would be grounds for real concern if,

at these higher levels of abstraction, the research did not produce findings consistent with the previous experience of senior officers and the
general theories of offensive action that have been developed in the past.
There are, however, some distinctive findings at even higher levels of
abstraction:

aSupporting fires, when they are involved in an action,I
are likely to be extremely important, but they are
associated strongly with only one element of the infantry battalion's own activities -- communications.
* Planning, command, and coordination are very tightiy
intertwined. The unit that cannot carry out these
activities simultaneously will almost certainly fail.
*

Planning and command during an engagement dominate the
associations with combat effectiveness. Supporting
1
fires and coordination are each perhaps one-quarter
as important as this set of functions.

Based on the relative size of beta coefficients in the regression
1-15

TABLE 4
Bivariate Correlations Between Judgmental Critical Factors
and Judgmental Measures of Combat Effectiveness
Correlation
With Combat
Effectiveness

Number
of Cases

Level of
Significance

Percent of
Variance
Explained

-.39

44

.005

15

Quality of Plan

-.47

47

.001

22

Logistics Support

-.29

36

.041

9

Awareness of Enemy
Capabilities

-.25

42

.055

6

Implementation of

-.85

36

.001

73

Maneuver During

-.66

46

.001

44

Artillery Support

-.30

34

.042

9

Naval Gunfire

-.52

21

.008

27

Preparato.-y Air
Interdiction

-.68

16

.002

46

Close Air Support

-.59

17

.006

35

Armor Support

-.42

31

.009

18

Linkages to
External Units

-.38

42

.X07

14

-.51

38

.001

26

Variable
Quality of
Information

Action

or Commands
Communications
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TABLE 3
Approximite Importance of Judgmental
Critical Factore in Determining Combat Effectiveness

Variables Important iii Most EngE.gement_

Short Title

Associated
Factor

Approximate
Weight.a

Implementation of the
Principles of War

II

7

Maneuver During Action

II

4

Communications

III

3

Quality of Plan

I

2

Armor Support

III

2

Quality of Information

I

2

Crucial Variables That Are Coded Less Than One-Half thýý. Time

Short Title

Associated
Factor

Approximate
Weighta

Preparatory Air Interdiction

II

5

Close Air Support

111

4

Naval Gunfire

III

3

Variables Coded as Important,
Effectiveness

Short Title

But Not Strongly Associated With Combat

Associated
Factor

Approximate
Weighta

Linkages to External
Units or Commands
Logistics Support

I

1

Artillery Support

I

1

Awareness

1

0.5

of Enemy

Capabilities

a

Based oa bivariate (Pearson product moment)

correlations with judgmen-

tal combat effectiveness in comparison with 10 typical engagements.
1-10: Perc--t of variance explained.
1-17
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Coordination functions are an important element in
determining combat effectiveness, but neither thecretically nor statistically do they become significant
unless there is high-quality planning and command.

Drepying down one level of abstraction,

it

is

also possible to draw con-

clusions at the level of the 13 individual variables drawn from the critical factors data set.

Table 5 shows a breakdown of these variables and

approximate weightings or relative priorities among them based on the
percentage of variance that each variable explains in combat effectivenesu.

Many 0ýK these findings are important.

"

The -ingle most important variable, "implementation
of tfle principles of war," is a composite referring
to actions that the unit executes on the battlefield
after an engagement begins.
Beiv- prepared to execute and react is vital.
Here
±a,
adaptive behavior
appears to be central.

"* The syvgle most important function for unit success
is

"

maneuver during the action.

Nonorganic supporting fires -- preparatory air, naval
gunfire, and close air support -- are absolutely vital
when they are involved in an action.
Units must be
trainEd to use them effectively if they are to achieve
combat effectiveness.

"

Commurnications are the second most important specific
functions that an infantry battalion must perform well
to cpec:ate effectively in combat.
Units that communicate we]? also have a good record in use of supporting
fires, n'though specific linkages to external units or
commands do not show up as critical in themselves.

"* Quality of planning and quality of information are
important contributions to combat effectiveness.
They
are perhaps four times as important as awareness of
eremy capabilities.
This probably means (a) that there
are not a large number of cases in the data set in
which awareness of enemy capabilities was poor, and (b)
that the information aud planning functions depend on
knowledge of the entire situation -- terrain, weather,
enemy, disposition of own forces, and so forth -rather than on knowledge of the enemy situation.
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*

Effective use of armor support is an important contributor in slightly over one-half of the cases analyzed.
Emphasis on armor support in training would be an important element in preparing infantry battalions for combat.

9 There is evidence that logistics support and artillery
support have a positive impact on combat effectiveness,
but there is little evidence that they have been frequent determinants of combat outcomes.
Association Between Historical Variables and Combat Effectiveness
Analyses of the patterns of association between historical variables and
combat effectiveness were constrained severely by the small number of
cases under analysis. This problem was particularly difficult in these
analyses because there were no appropriate techniques available for artificially increasing the size of the data set.

Each case could yield

only one observation, in co-itrast with the critical factors data where
multiple codingi, of the same case were used in the analysis.

In addition,

the small number of cases of poor performance made it difficult to generate sufficient variance to perform standard associational analyses.
To dLal with these difficulties, the research team

"* Created variance by working with data selected to
reflect "above average" and "below average" combat
performance, rather than mission accomplishment, and

"* Cross-checked the analyses of the whole set of cases
against a subset of nine "extreme cases" which were
found to be universally ranked above average or below
average.

Conclusions Based on Historical Data
The historical data viewed in isolation provide fewer insights than the
critical factors data.

There are, however, some new findings.

it is

important to remember that these findings are based on a comparative
1-19

standard of combat effectiveness, rather than the absolute one used with
the critical factors data.

That is, the best cases of performance are

being compared with the worst, while "adequate" performance is not mneasured by the scale.
e

Completion of a .ull cycle of unit training before
commitment to a combat; environment increases the
probability of effective performance.

@

Air support during an engagement increases the probability of effective combat performance of infantry
offensive missions.

e

Loss of internal contact among the components of an
infantry battalion decreases the probability of satisfactory combat performance.

s

U.S. Marine Corps infantry battalions have, in the
cases studied here, performed less effectively when
facing intense enemy artillery, intense enemy mnortar fire~, and enemy armor than when those factors
were absent.

*

Intense enemy inlantry resistance has led to increased
combat effectiveness by U.S. Marine Corps infantry

battalions, perhaps by fixing the enemy in position.
*

Marine Corps infantry battalions have performed more
effectively against mixed and irregular enemy forces
than against veterans and regulars.

*

With the elemen~t of surprise on their side, U.S. Marine
Corps battalions have had an increased probability of
success, while they hi~ve generally been able to neutralize enemy tactical surprise situations.

*

U.S. Marine Corps battalions composed of a mixture of
regulars and veterans with replacements and reservists
have performed as well as or better than regular and
veteran units without reservists or replacements.

*

Neither regimental-level training, division-level
training, nor rehearsals for the specific engagements
show a positive association with effective combat performar~ce. The data suggest that they may detract from
probability of satisfactory performance, perhaps by
distracting the unit from more fundamental training.
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*

*

Prepared enemy positions have not caused lower probabilities of infantry performance. Like the intensity
of infantry fighting, they may fix the enemy in a position where it can be destroyed by fire and maneuver.

*

Artillery support during an engagement does not increase
the probability of successful performance by a unit.
Support is most intense during difficult combat. There
appears to be room for improvement in doctrine and
employment of artillery.

*

Artillery preparations are negatively associated with
effective performance. This may reflect rhe fact that
difficult offensive missions are often preceded by heavy
preparatory fires. However, these fires are not effective
enough to bring up the probability of success to an equal
level with other engagements.

*

Moderate and light air prepa:.at ions are likely to
increase the probability of satisfactory effectiveness
over those of engagements where no preparatory air is
involved. However, heavy air preparations, associated
)y definition with difficult combat, do not in them.elves increase the chances of successful combat.

*

Ammunition expenditure, artillery ammunition availability, and mortar ammunition availability are not found
to be either important aids or hindrances to effective
combat performance, although consumption is higher
during intense combat.

*

Supply and delivery of supplies are not found to be
Er. er a major problem or a major determinant of com1.t effectiveness.

Exercise Evaluation
The researc'. team also compared its findings with information systems
such as the Marine Corps Tactical Warfare Simulation Evaluation anad Analysis System (TWSEAS) and the Marine Corps Combat Readiness Evaluation
System (MCCRES), and exercise evaluation documents from a variety of Marine
Corps commands at all levels.

The research issue of interest was poten-

tial for innovations based on the combat effectiveness research effort.
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There is an opportunity imbedded in this system for developing a different way of evaluating units.

The following discussion is predicated on

a desire to use that opportunity.

Basically, the argument is as follows:

* Exercises are opportunities for both learning and
evaluating.
*

The research reported in this volume indicates that
the "adaptive behavior" of a U.S. Marine Corps infantry battalion is the most important component of
combat effectiveness.

9 Learning is a form of adaptive behavior.
* CACI researchers found that is is possible to project
combat effectiveness based on a relatively small number of unit functions.
* Therefore) it is both fair and
relevant to absolute levels of
indicators and on the learning
of the unit over the course of

wise to col~lect data
performance on those
(adaptive) behavior
the exercise.

In other words, it is possible to evaluate unit potential for effective
combat performance both on the basis of absolute performance and on
improvement rates observed over time.

This approach will not completely

eliminate the problem of "report cards."

It would, however,

*

Force the vise of more objective indicators, making

*

identification of marginal areas of performance easier-,
Provide an opportunity to evaluate the unit for adaptability, a crucial area currently not examined, and

*

Reduce the incentive for underreporting exercises both

by creating more objective data and allowing demon-j
stration of the learning curve for units during the
exercise.

Avisit by the principal investigator to the Marine Corps Air-GroundI
Combat Training Center (MCAGCTC) at Twentynine Palms, California, and
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observation of field exercises on that base suggested that a key element
was being added to the exercise system in
of comparability.

the Marine Corps --

the idea

A series of exercises involving live fire (and there-

fore no major live aggressor play) has been conducted at Twentynine
Palms for battalions from both the East and West Coasts.
have been given roughly the same mission,
with some variation,

all faced the same terrain,

and,

all have encountered the same scenario obstacles.

This element of comparability,
TWSEAS technology,

All battalions

particularly in

light of the existence of

suggests that the Marine Corps is

in

a unique posi-

tion to estoblish an evaluation system for projecting combat effectiveness from exercise data.

Such a system would have two principal modes

of implementation:

9

To produce a baseline data set, vali.date the concept,
anI gain experience in its implementation, a phase
in which a single, replicable exercise is evaluated,
according to exper: *eiktal deciign and quasi-experimental
design principles, and

*

A later phase in which the assumptions of the design
are relaxed and data from different exercises, missions, terrain, and other key features are collected
and compared with the baseline system.

Since units will experience the Twentynine Palms problem over time,

how-

ever, new and different elements are constantly ertering the problem.
For example,

new threats emerge,

able to the exercise battalion,

new techniques or weapons may be availlevels of support may be different,

the weather will certainly be different for each
sical experimental design (ideal

wise.

variables,

Rather than clas-

for running rats through mazes),

ance on quasi-experimental design (Campbell
is

juit.

and Stanley,

and

1963)

reli-

techniques

These techniques call for creating a baseline of data on key
and then performing both simple statistical associations and

more elaborate mu'.tivariate techniques to establish "causal relationships."
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Scores from the MCCRES system

Any data from any source can be utilized.

would make an excellent starting point since MCCRES is
and standardized throughout the Marine Corps.

However,

both comprehensive
a great

there is

deal of highly structured information currently passing through the hands
of umpires and the Troop Exercise Control Center (TECC)
For example,

extremely valuable.

that could be

interviews at Twentynine Palms indifor each target attacked,

cate that umpires are currently recording,

"* The type and time of intelligence information received,
which indicates the presence of a target,

"* The time at which the target is acquired by the unit,
"* The time at which fire is brought on the target (direct
or indirect),

and

"* The time at which the target is declared neutralized,
hit by sufficient firepower to destroy it.

that is,

Figure 1 shows the type of data that might be geiterated from this inforThe horizontal axis reflects hours into the exercise.

mation.

tical axis is

Tle ver-

the time from the identification of a target by the unit

(target acquisition) until the target is

declared destroyed by the TECC.

Note that these data reflect two things,

the relative skill level of the

unit at the time the exercise began (needing 8-10 minutes to destroy a
and the learning or adaptive behavior of the unit.

target),

importance of factors like maneuver during action,
use of supporting fires,

principles of war,
reported earlier,

implementatioLl of the

and so forth,

this type of learning behavior is

Given the

in

the research

an outstanding indi-

cator of the quality of unit performance.

It

is

not the purpose here to design a full evaluation system, but a

brief list

of the types of key indicators that are directly dvailable

and could be coded for units would iziclude

"* Speed of mission completion (where qtissions are comparable),

"* Speed of response to enemy air threat,
1-24
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------------------------------------

I

j

*
*

Variety of weapons utilized,
Reaction (percentage success and speed) to electronic

warfare,
* Speed of destruction of enemy armor, and
* Percentage of time out of communication with support.ing arms.
First,
Two key types of :eluted analyses would also become possible.
Second, and perhaps more
weighted performance scores could be produced.
important,

research into the linkages between exercise performance mea-

sures ana other variables would be practical.

For example,

"

The finding that completion of full unit training
cycles is a predictor of combat performance could
be examined for exercise situations;

"

Unit maintenance ratings could be compared with
exercise performance measures;

"

Personnel turbulence variablus could be used to estimate the impact of rotational policies on performance
levels; and

"

Number of weather-related injuries might be correlated
with unit performance to establish overall levels of
preparedness.

These analy~es necessarily depend on the gradual development

of a large

enough data base to perform meaningful statistical analyses.

Once suf-

ficient information is

present for these baseline data,

other types of exercises,
another system,
then,

comparisons with

perhaps already collected through TWSEAS or

could be used to produce evaluations.

This "system"

is,

a collection of techniques and approaches alre-dy in existence but

structured for effective analyses and weighted on the basis of research
into effective combat performance.
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THlE STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT
Like all, serious research efforts, this project was complex. Its findings are based on dozens of research decisions and assumptions. The
main body of the report should serve to make these explicit and provide
supporting data and arguments for the brief summary presented here.' Chapter 2 is a detailed introduction to the research and focuses on its
rationale and research design. The data collection procedures utilized
are reviewed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 covers analyses of the combat
effectiveness measures in isolation. The judgmentally derived criti~cal
factors data are analyzed in detail in Chapter 5. The association of both
the critical factors data and the historical data with combat effective-

ness measures is reviewed in Chapter 6. Finally, Chapter 7 covers theI
suggested innovations in exercise evaluation procedures.

The reader who is interested primarily in projecting combat effective
performance may want to confine his/her initial reading to Chapters 6 and
7. Insight into the concept of com~bat effectiveness and the patterns among
the judgmentally derived critical functions can be generated by reading
Chapters 4 and 5.
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CHAPTER 2.

INTROPUCTION

BACKGROUND

One of the most crucial problems facing military commanders and defense
decision-makers

is

the maintenance of an "effective" mtilitary capability.

Creating combat-ready units in
priorities for training,
tive peace,

time of war,

procuring,

establishing standards and

and staffing duzing periods of rela-

and assuring a military capalility that deters potential

adversaries from dangerous adventures Lave long been central missions
of the U.S.

armed forces.

Yet,

meas,,ring "military effectiveness" with-

out data from combat experiance remr.Lns a major unresolved research
problem.

Iilitary

operations are complex undertakings involving a variety of

social processes (such as C 3 , planning,
ments,

mechanical operations,

which knowledge is
described in

and so forth),

and rapidly changing situations about

always incomplete.

These have traditionally been

terms of functional areas --

intelligence,

and so forth.

physical move-

command,

operations,

logistics,

The failure of any one functional area may

undermine the performance of a unit ("for want of a nail a shoe was
lost...").

But military effectiveness is

more than the sum of its func-

tional parts.

All functional aspects of an operation may go well,

unit may still

fail to accomplish its mission.

Conversely,

but a

history is

replete with examples of military units that achieved their missions despite functional

failures.

The U.S. military has long recognized this and has therefore made coinmanders responsible not for mere technical proficiency within their
units but for effective performance.
failures, overcome obstacles,
as
#2-1

successful."

Focus is

Units that have fewer functional

and achieve their objectives are viewed

placed on outcomes

the achievement of

]

desired goals
short,

--

rather than the process involved in getting there.

military effectiveness

can only be measured in

In

terms of mission

accomplisfiment.

The system currently used to estimate

the status of military forces

focuses on unit readiness.
Readiness is indicated by a number of unit
"S'attributes" that are measured either objectively or subjectively.
Hence,

completion of required training hours,

items of equipment,

condition of equipment,

availability of crucial

estimates of unit morale,

and a myriad of other tangible and intangible variables are considered
in estimating a unit's level of readiness.
has a number of disadvantages.

Unfortunately,

this system

For example,

"* Some of the measures are sterile and viewed as meaningless by many commanders.

"* The intangible variables are estimated subjectively,
aud wide disagreement can occur among qualified
commanders.

"* The system lacks historical validation.
"* Reliance on specific "attributes" creates incentive
for unit commanders to emphasize particular areas
and downplay ochers.

"* The relationship among the components of "readiness"
is unclear, so a commander is given relatively little
guidance as to priorities i,,. upgrading unit capabilities.

"

The system is

relatively ineensitive to :.mprovement

when a unit is deemed "ready," no upgrading is
possible, regardless of new equipment or traini.ng.
--

"Readiness"

refers to the level of pieparedness that a military unit

achieves before being deployed in
begin at any moment.

combat or an area where combat may

"Effectiveness,"

a unit's level of performance after it
an area where combat is

possible.

as used in

refers to

has been deployed in combat or in

Ultimately,
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this report,

this research effort is

It
intended to contribute to the development and validation of readiness measures that will, project effective combat performance.

However, the first-

year research reported here does not include analyses of the current
readiaess system.

Rather, this research begins with the concept of "mis-

sion accomplishment" and seeks to employ a combination of experienced
military judgment with appropriate quantitative techniques to create
a reliable, valid system for measuring "military effectiveness."
The research is supported by the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (ARPA) with the cooperation of the U.S. Marine Corps.

It focuses

on a single type of unit, the Marine Corps infantry battalion, but is
designed to facilitate expansion to include other types of Marine Corps
units and/or other services.
OBJECTIVES
One major objective of this first year of effort is to demonstrate the
soundness of the overall concept of "mission accomplishment" as an
approach to measuring combat effectiveness.

En addition, the research

is intended to produce
e A measurement tool for evaluating the military
effectiveness of units in fu.ýure exercises and
operations,
* A set of priorities and weights reflecting the
relationships amnong uni~t attributes, specific
military functions, and mission accomplishment,
* An estimate of the linkages between relativelyJ
"quantifiable" performance measures and judgmental measures of military effectiveness, and
*

An explicit set of assumptions and criteria by
which experienced officers evaluate mission
accomplishment and measure their agreement when
these values are utilized.

2-.3

,

These products have a wide range of specific applicationo in
Corps and potentially in other services.
ties in key areas such as training,
would be greatly enhanced.

The establishment of priori-

doctrine,

Moreover,

the Marine

procurement,

and research

the creation of a replicable,

vali-

dated set of measures for military effectiveness would produce a powerful
management tool and a sound basis for making and defending budgetary decisions and requests.

For example,

the newly developed Marine Corps Combat

Readiness Evaluation System (MCCRES)
of experienced officer judgment.

has been formulated on the basis

Findings from the empirical research

reported here can be used as a validation for some parts of that system
and may well cause reanalysis and rethinking of other elements within it.

In addition, some of the material produced fo-

he report may be useful

in itself.
For example, the Marine Corps is ._rnsidering using the 22 narrative descriptions of military operations in its officer school system.
Similarly, the list
of functional activities occurring in combat, developed for data coding during the project,
ture in

is

a contribution to the litera-

itself.

METHODOLOGY

This project is

being carried out within a larger ARPA research program.

Other research in
hierarchical

the program is

focused on using decision analysis and

inference structures to identify functions and attributes

that Marine Corps officers

believe cause units to be effective during

combat and to prioritize those areas.
is

The CACI,

to attempt to tap that same experience,

context for the judgmen.,

Inc.-Federal approach

but to do so by creating a

a data base about the context,

and comparisons

between the judgmental codings and traditional measures of combat effectiveness such as casualtie; taken and given,
resources expended.
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territory won or lost,

and

The basic research strategy, depicted in

Figure 1, was to employ a "quasi-

exptrimental" design in which two types of predictor
iables

(or independent)

var-

.'eie used to create an algorithm that explains a single dependent

variable (mission accomplishment).

Mission accomplishment was estimated

by expert judgment using techniques tested and proven by CACI on past ARPA
projects,

including modified Delphi approaches.

quantitative measures of predictor variables,
measures of performance,

The best of the available
including unit attributes,

and measures of residual capacity, were used,

along with a set of expert judgments about the reasons

for mission accom-

plishment or failure, to develop a balanced system of predictor (or independent) variables.
were also used.

Controls regarding the type of situation and mission

The resulting predictor system vas then subjected in a

variety of validation exercises,

both quantitative and qualitative,

4

before

a system for estimating military effectiveness was developed.

The power of this approach lies in

its simple,

the issue of military preparedness.

direct confrontation with

Factors that are shown to be asso-

ciated with mission accomplishment and mission failure are identified as
the critical aspects of performance.

These,

then, become important items

in "explaining" or "predicting" unit performance.

STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT

Chapter 1 comprised the Executive Summary of the report.
ter (Chapter 3) reviews the data collection effort,
selected,

judgmental information,

The next chap-

including cases

and historical research.

Chapter 4

reviews the data set on unit performance, mission accomplishment, or
"combat effectiveness."' Judgmental data regarding factors that appeared
crucial in

the eagagements are covered in Chapter 5.

associations between the independent variables
historically derived)

Chapter 6 covers

(both judgmentally Pand

and the combat effectiveness scores.

algorithms for "predicting" effectiveness are. discussed in

Suggested
this chapter.

A recommended approach to evaluating Marine Corps infantry Lattalions
when participating in exercises is

suggested in Chapter 7.
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The voluminous material produced to execute the contract has been placed
in Volume I1.

Appendix A of that volume contains the 22 narrative descrip-

tions of operations utilized in

the study.

Appendix B is

the question-

naire used to elicit c)mbat effectiveness ratings from officers who read
the descriptions of operations.

Appendix C is

the questionnaire utilized

to elicit judgment about the factors and functions that these officers
felt were crucial in determining unit effectiveness.
D includes the foTms used by the CACI,
asbemble historical data for analysis.
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Finally,

Appendix

Inc.-Federal research team to

CHAPTER 3.

DATA COLLECTION

OVERVIEW

This chapter reviews the four data collection efforts carried out during
the research project.

The first of these was case selection and develop-

ment of narrative descriptions for selected military operations.
second and third efforts,

accomplished simultaneously,

tion of judgmental data about the case studies.

The

involved collec-

These included "combat

effectiveness" and the relative levels of unit performance in a variety
of different combat functions.

The last data set compiled by the CACI,

Inc.-Federal research team includes structured materials on a variety
of factual or "objective" unit attributes,
present,
is

the situation, enemy forces

and the results of the engagement.

treated below.

encountered,

Each data collection effort

The descriptions include procedures utilized,

problems

and examples of the criteria or coding forms utilized.

complete Nct of coding forms may be found in Volume II

The

of this report.

NARR':J V?1 I)ESCRII1 UJNS OF MILITARY OPERATIONS

Case Selection

Two terms of reference for the research provided some criteria for case
selection --

focus on Marine Corps infantry battalions and availability

of sufficient data to sunr--t the analyses.
Marine Corps MU-'L,,u

and

iL.adry staff,

With the help of the U.S.

three further criteria were devel-

oped:

1.

To facilitate it
Zfication of relevant documents
and evaluation.
-cs operating independently or
largely indepet.hently were favored.

3-1
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2.

The analyses were confined tr, units e;igaged in offenThis provided a continuity to facilsive missions.
itate comparative analysis and was judged necessary
in light of the relatively small number of cases to
be utilized in this first effort.

3.

Oversampling from Vietnam was avoided because the inunderdepth historical research on that era is still
way (denying the research team the advantage of validated secondary sources to help structure the data),
because of the artificial nature of some reporting
statistics, and because of the relatively unique
battlefield conditions during that conflict.

Discussions with the Contracting Officer's Technical Representative (COTR)
from Marine Corps Headquarters during the early weeks of the project produced additional guidance.
would be most useful if

it

The COTR indicated that the research effort
could include engagements that had key charac-

teristics of the modern battlefield -mechanized forces,

and urban conflict.

enemy antiair capability,
These are, of course,

attributes to match in historical combat for U.S.

enemy

difficult

Marine Corps battalions,

although some success was achieved.

Procedurally,

the engagements were selected by reviewing the best avail-

able secondary sources to locate potential cases,

by discussions with

personnel at the Marine Corps Museum and Library regarding the extent of
primary material available and secondary research already carried out on
the engagements,
D.C.,

area.

and by a review of documents available in the Washington,

Data availability,

as might be expected,

proved to be the

single most important factor.

Table 1 shows the engagements

included in

the set and gives a brief sum-

mary of the major reasons for their selection.

A mixture of missions

between assault landings and other types of offensive operations was consciously sought.
DEWEY CANYON and the two Khe Sanh engagementR include
significant enemy antiair capabilities.
Yongdungpo involve3 enemy mechanized forces and urban fighting.
Hlue City, Seoul, and the Dominican

3-2

IASLI I

Caess Utilized
I1 Number

S

._Unt
Aou

Short
Title

Unit
Mission

Reason for
Selection

I

IWII

3/1

Peleliu I

Amphibious
Assault

Difficult
Mission

2

&VN

2/4

STARLITE

Assault,
Search

Heavy
Contact

3

LVV

3/9

DEWEY
CANYON

Planned
Attack

Enemy
Antiair

4

WWI!

2/1

Peleliu II

Attack

Intense
Combat

S

RVN

2/5

Nue

Counterattack

Urban
Combat

Korea

3/5

Inchon

Amphibious
Assault

Hasty
Planning

7

lVN

2/3

Rhe Sanh I

Sesrch,
Arsault

NVA
Opposition

8

RVN

3/3

Khe Sanh It

Search,
Assault

Incense
Combat

WWII

2/28

Iwo Jima,
Suribachi

Amphibio-.•
Attack

Difficult
Mission

10

WWII

3/25

Iwo Jima.
North

Amphibious
Attack

Intense
Combat

11

Korea

2/1

Yongdungpo

Attack

Uvban Mtimechanized

12

Special

3/6

Dominica.;
ILepublic

Land,
Secure Area

Urban
Mission

13

Special

2/2

BLUEBAT
(Lebanon)

Land.
Secure Area

Exercise
Comparisot.

14

WWI

3/29

Okinava,
Motobu

Amphibious
Assault

Difficult
Mission

is

WVlI

3/29

Okinswa.
Croku

Attack

Comparison
with Case 14

16

WWII

1/3

Guam I

Amphibious
Assault

Difficult
Mission

17

WWII

2/9

Guam II

Amphibious
Assault

Comparison
with Case 16

18

Korea

2/1

Seoul

Attack

t'rban Combat

19

WII

1/29

Saipan

Attack

Difficult
mission

20

Korea

3/5

Yudam-ni
Breakout

AtLack

Difficult
mission

21

VVI1

2/1

Cape
Gloucester

Blocking

Independent
mission

22

Korea

1/7

JAMESTOWN

Attack

Reported Poor
Perfotmance

City
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Ioil

Republic are primarly located
sought in

in urban environmenta.

the time available for planning,

the traiting and experience of U.S.

Variety was also

the quality of enemy forces,

Marine Corps battalions,

and the

types and amount of support requested and available.

Considerable attention was paid to the frequency of sampling from each
category of engagement.

World War II

researched and archived.
research,

Vietnam cases suffered from lack of previous

atypical conditions,

Surprisingly,

cases were generally the best

and some artificial reporting structures.

the Korean war material proved largely underresearched

historical scholars,

and the archives for that conflict were often less

complete than those for World War II.
therefore,

by

A direct trade-off was present,

between the recency of available data and the probable quality.

A special problem was encountered in

terms of exercise operations.

original research design called for including exercises

in

The

the data set.

The idea was to compare results from combat engagements with peaceful
operations and exercises that occur before units are actually deployed.
Rather sustained efforts by the study team, with the cooperation of the
Marine Corps Museum and Library,

failed to identify any exercises docu-

mented in sufficient detail to support analysis.
Dominican Republic and Lebanon,

were included in

tially the lack of exercise data.
represent a different
actions,

type of mission,

high tension,

ate fighting.

It

is

In addition,

Two special operations,
the set to offset parthese two operations

involving heavy constraints on

political implications,

and potential for immedi-

one for which Marine Corps units have had to train

and plan for in addition to main combat roles.

Narrative

Development

1'reliminary research to identify the amount and quality of information
available was extended when a case was actually selected.
at this point became bounding engagements in

3-4

The key issues

space and time,

locating

as many primary sources as possible through the archive system,
ing relevant secondary sources,
All sources,
utilized.

identify-

and assembling all materials in one place.

including oral histories and meetings with historians,

Where necessary,

were

arrangements were made for arFropriate declas-

sification.

The CACI research team was led,

in

this phase,

by two retired Army offi-

cers, one a Major General and the other a Colonel.

Support was provided

by a variety of other senior research associates (Ph.D.-level personnel)
and research assistantb.
8 to 22 pages,

The narratives

themselves range in

and most include sketch maps of the action.

length from
Vie'tnam engage-

ments were written with appropriate map sheets available to supply more
relevant terrain information.
is

located in Volume II,

The entire set of narrative desc:ipti'-is

Appendix A.

DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES

Combat Effectiveness

Judgmental Data

A crucial element in

the research was the identification of unit perfor-

mance (relative combat effectiveness)

measures.

These are not neces-

sarily measures of readiness (levels of preparation),

though some mea-

sures of readiness may prove to be indicators of combat effectiveness.

It

was a basic premise of this study thaz unit effectiveness

sured by tapping the judgment of experienced
"mission accomplishment."
tary functions involved,

is

best inea-

officers on the issue of

Regardless of the problems involved,
or the obstacles encountered,

the mili-

units that accom-

plish their missions are "effective" and those that do not are "ineffective."

Military missions are relatively complex and include such compo-

nents as delaying an enemy advance,
throt

units,

seizing specific territory,

breaking

ý.A
ivie of resistance, maintaining capability to support other

forth.
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The research design called for dealing with this complexity by tapping
the experience and judgment of senior officers.

Active duty and retired

Marine Corps officers in a variety of locations assisted.
individual officers participated in data coding.

Seventeen

They represented combat

experience rangitig from World War II through Vietnam,

Some were volun-

teers from Headquarters, Marine Corps, othe'ý, were awaiting assignment
to service schools, some were volunteers from the retired ranks, and one
group was arriving at the Naval War College for a year of schooling.
except one (an artillery officer) were infantry combat veterans.
one-half had commanded battalions in combat.

All

Over

Standard biographical data

were collected on the officer participants to allow statistical checks
for bias.
Each officer was asked to read through a set of narrative descriptions.
Upon completing each narrative, the officer filled out a questionnaire
entitled "Overall Evaluation of Combat Effectiveness" (see Volume II,
Appendix B for a copy of the questionnaire).

Questions on this 2orm were

designed to elicit the officer's judgment of the rela tive mission accomplishm~ent of the U.S. Marine Corps battalion described in the narrative.
Question 2, which later proved statistically and theoretically rmost useful, read
2. Compare the overall combat effectiveness of the
friendly battalion with that of units you have seen in
combat. Using a 10-point scale, with 10 for the worst
performance in the set and 1 for the best performance
you have ever personally seen, rank this unit.
other scales were tried, one requiring discrimination between 0 points
for i.nadequate performance and 100 for outstanding, another asking for
percentage of mission accomplished, and several requesting assignment
of grades from A (excellent) to F (failure).

These scales were used to

ensure that as much variance as possible would be generated to support
analyses, while at the same time avoiding data analysis that was unstable
because of false precision,
3-6

Confounding circumstances were also introduced, including terrain, enemy
resistance, support received, and the activities of higher he.odquarters.
These factors were included so that statistical checks on the consistency
of Judgment could be made and sources of uncertainty about rankings identified.
In addition, officers were asked to rank the cases that they read to identify which unit performed better.

Because the officers provided varying

amounts of time to this task, different numbers of pair-wise comparisons
were rmade. All in all, 10.'. such pairs were evaluated. Table 2 compares
the frequency of opportunities for pair comparison with the frequency
actually generated across groups of cases.

Section A of the table shows

the distribution of possible pairwise comparisons.

For example, 19 per-

cent of all possible comparisons would be between two different cases from
World WIar 11.

Section B shows the actual number of comparisons made.

A

total uf 12 comparisons were made between different World War II cases out
of 101 total comparisons.
The distortions are deliberate.

First, g-iven the imiportance of the spe-

cial operations (representing noncombat operations, high likelihood ofI
TABLE 2
Frequency of Paired Comparisons
A. Frequency of Opportunities
for Comparisons (Percent)

W

W

K

V

S

19

22

22

9

K

4

11

4

V

4

4

B. Actual Comparisons
(n=101)

W

W

K

V

S

12

22

15

8

K

12

12

4

V

12

3

Si IS
Key:

W -World

War II

K - Korean Conflict

1

V -Vietnam

Conflict

S a Special Operations
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occurrence,
Second,

and exercise data),

virtuolly the full sample was taken there.

sufficient comparisons were made within the Korea-Korea and

Vietnam-Vietnam pairings

to ensure that it

would be possible to discrim-

inate between engagements during these conflicts.
tively high-quality information available
but its lack of curreiicy,

Third,

given the rela-

for the World War II

periods,

these data were used primarily as a basepoint

for comparisons with other periods.

Fourth,

Vietnam data were used some-

what less because of atypical conditions and some artificial reporting
structures.

At the completion of a coding period,

which included the coding of crit-

i.cal factors discussed below,

the officers

two to three) were encouraged

to compare the engagements they had read

and evaluate them in

in each group (ranging from

light of previous rankings.

In only one case did

they disagree about these comparative rankings.

Critical Factors Judgmental Data

After completing

the combat effectiveness

evaluation,

officer participants

were asked to complete a form entitled "Judgmental Evaluation of Critical
Factors" (see Volume II,
A typical

Appendix C for a complete copy of this for.i).

page from this form is

The instructions

shown in

to officer participants

the engagemont under examination.

Figure 1.

were to fill

in

the form for

The major headings (ALlI

CAPS)

listed

39 different functions or activities drawn from the literature on combat
performance.

The subheadings (Initial Caps)

ponents to be considered

were used to define the coam-

in evaluating onit performance.

The officer

could check "no information" if, as was ac times the case, the research
te'am had been unable to provide sufticient m:aterial to allow clear judgment or if

the category was not relevant to tho engagement.

cient information was available,

If suffi-

the officer was asked to indica#, e both

the importance of the activity in the engagemient and the rating he would
nssign. A sharp distinction was deliberately imposed between oatisfactory and unsatisfactory performance.
3-8
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Table 3 liscs the functions that officers were asked to code.
groups are shown (three items under "Background
example) only the subsets were coded,
questions it

Where

to Engagement,"

for

j

In the two "Principles of War"

was possible to code the aine principles taken from Fleet

Marine Field Manual 6-3,

"Marine Infantry Battalion,"

individually.

Table 4 shows the number of coding forms completed for each engagement.

After completing the day's coding,

officer participants were asked to

discuss the critical factors present in each engagement
coded,

that they had

to suggest additional factors not present on the current form,

and to compare their evaluations.

These discussions were often lively,

but fewer than 5 percent of them resulted in a desire to change an evaluation or add a new element to the list

Historical or "Objective"

of critical factors.

Data

There are a number of quantifiable features about any military operation
that are not susceptible to a great deal of judgment -personnel present,
consumed,

experience,

and so forth.

distances traveled,

--

amounts of resources

In addition, other somewhat subjective,

questions are impossible to convey in
tion

the number of

fire effectiveness,

factual

a relatively brief narrative descrip-

maintenance problems,

and so forth.

The CACI research team was charged with researching these two types of
information for each engagement
forms is

assembled in Volume II,

The complete
Appendix D.

set ot data collection
An example tov.n,

tion Variables," has been included as Figure 2.

"Amnmuni-

Research on these var--

iables was begun during the development of narrative descriptions but
extended well past their completion.
ensured the best possible data coding.
in Table 5.
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b¼

Careful searches of archives
Titles of the 12 forms are shown

i

SAIL[ 3
Critical Factors
Bsckgroond to Engagement
Training
!orale at Outset
Cencral qeality of Information

J

Overall Planning for Eneag&ement

Qtlity o* Plan

i

Consistency of Plan With Principles of Wat
Timeliness of Orders
Reserves
Logistics Support
Subordinate Units
Awareness of Enemy Capabilities
Weather and Enemy Situation
Weather
Quality (Type

and Cxperienoee

of Enemy Forces

Overall Effectiveness of Execution
Implementation of Principles of War in Action
Maneuver
Use of Fire
Support Artillery
Naval Gunfire
Tactic a Air Support
Iveparatory Interdiction
Close Air Support
Overnight Positions
Adequacy oa Position
Adeuacy oŽferotection
Security on the Move
Armor Support
Linkages to External Units or Commanders
Reaction to Unexpected Situations
Kiscellaneous Factrs
Hordle D-iring Combat
Discipline
Aggressiveness
Initi~tivj
Rcsourcefuln.ss Under Frassure
Casualty Levels (lIpact on Effectiveness)
Medical mnd Evauaticn Support
Supply
&AmunitionAdequacy, Tis.,linenss of
Resupply. Avaiiibility of Key Tvres
FOL
Food and wetei"
bartier Moterilas
Special Equipment
Maintenance -Communicet Lof~

E,)idence *:f Failure in Action
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TABLE 4
Number of Coding Forms Completed
for Each Engagement
Numrber of Critical
Factors Forms Completed

ID Number

Group

Unit

Short Title

I

WWII

3/1

Peleliu 1

2

2

RVN

2/4

STARLITE

2

3

RVN

3/9

DEWEY CANYON

2

4

WWII

2/I

Peleliu 1I

3

5

RVN

2/5

Hue City

2

6
7
8

Korea
RVN
RVN

3/5
2/3
3/3

Inchon
Khe Sanh I
Khe Sanh 1I

2
I
3

9

WWII

2/28

Iwo Jima,
Suribachi

2

10
11

WWII
Korea

3/25
2/1

Iwo Jiwa, North
Yongdungpo

2
2

12

Special

3/6

Dominican Republic

2

13

Special

2/2

BLUEBAT (Lebanon)

3

14

WWII

3/29

Okinawa,

Motobu

2

15

WWII

3/29

Okinawa,

Oroku

2

16

WWII

1/3

Guam 1

3

17

WWII

2/9

Guam II

3

18

Korea

2/1

Seoul

2

19

WWII

1/29

Saipan

2

20

Korea

3/5

Yudam-ni Breakout

2

21

WWII

2/1

Cape Gloucester

3

22

Korea

1/7

JAMESTOWN

3
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ENGAGEMENT NO.
Operation (Name,

location,

year)
to

Dates

Phase
Unit (Bn, Regt,

Div)
AMMUNITION VARIABLES

1.

Ample

AmmuI'ntion Availability:
S,,,..;

_ms (rifle,

Sufficient

Marginal*

pistols

gr,;.ades)
Machine gun
Rocket
Mortar
Recoilless rifle
Chemical (CS)
Other ___
Problems:

2.

Ammunitio'

3.

Fire Effectiveness:

Adequacy, capability, appropriateness) (Indicate comments or notations from battalion
records.)

(Provide any comments or notations from battalion reports.
Indicate if no comment made.
Cover friendly and enemy.)

Additional Comments

FORM

AMU•UNITION VARIABLES
Figure 2,

Example Data Collection Form

3-13

17

TABLE~ 5
Topics for objective D~ata Collection
Key Staff and Commanders

Form #1

Personnel

Form #2

Personnel Variables

Form #3

Unit Experience

Form #4

Unit Variables:

Form #5

Equipment Variables

-

Initial

Form #6

Equipment Variables

-

Losses

Form #7

Ammunition Variables

Form #8

Supply and Evacuation Variables

Form #9

Unit Experience

Form #10

Operations Variables

Form #11

Unit Operations Variables

Form #12

Outcome Variables

-

3-14

Friendly-Enemy F'actors

-

Training
-

Support

Form #12, the last objective data form, is significant because it was
used to collect, not variables potentially important in determining com-bat effectiveness, but traditional measures of effectiveness.

Commonly

applied quantitative criteria such as casualties given and taken, terrain
gained or lost, speed of advance, and so forth, were collected here to
allow later comparison with the judgmentally derived measures of combat
effecti~veness.

The research hypothesis behind their collection was, of

course, that they are unidimensional
produce coherent relationships w~ith

uriand would not, therefore,

~d~trvariables.

The mission

accomplishment judgments, on tho other h;.nd, are multidimensional and
will produce associations with theoretically appealing predictor variables.
A NOTE ON DATA COLLECTION
The reader who has referred to Volume II to examine the coding forms will
be aware that the data collection effort reported i~n thi~s chapter extends
to hundreds of variables.

Ignoring the resulting analytical problems until

later chapters, why seek so much information?

The philosophy guiding the

effort was to collect whatever was available, i~n as much detail as the

research teamn felt would avoi~d the error of false precision.
loss of available informati~on was avoided.

In t!his way,

No extra effort was spent in

returning to the files to obta-in specific pieces of information, but no
theoretically interesting variable went unexamined due to lack of research
effort.

explored.

The field of projecting combat effectiveness is virtually un-

Searches of the National Technical Information Service (NIS)

and the Defense Documentation Center (DDC) show less than a half dozen

directly relevant research efforts during the past two decades.

Failure

tu consider all possibly important factors would have been foolish.
As later chapters explain, many variables that were examined either proved
to be so badly underreported

in the available historical information as to

make meaningful analyses impractical, or proved to have liLtle associationI
3-15

with measures of combat effectiveness.

In these cases, the research

effort has demonstrated the lack of relevant data or the absence of support for hypotheses involving these variables.

Hence, the effort was

well spent and contributes directly to the research literature.

More-

over, as the research effort continues in future years, the number and
variety of cases in the data base will grow.

As this happens, it will

become possible to carry out meaningful analyses involving more and more
of these underreported variables.
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MEASURING COtIBAT EFFECTIVENESS

CHAPTER 4.

INTRODUCTION

Probably the most important idea in

this research project is

that of

using experienced officers and historically based case narratives to
create a variable, "combat effectiveness."

Without the success of this

effort, the research results could not be considered "reliable" or
"valid."
That is, there would be no basis for assuming that the methodology employed in this study would produce the same results if
(reliability of the methodology),

nor would there be reason to bclieve

that the research findings accurately reflect

the phenomenon they are

supposed to reflect (validity of the project).
odology provides a dependent variable -tiveness.

With that variable,

it

repeated

If

successful,

the meth-

a new mea.3ure of combat effec-

becomes possible to examine system-

atically any number of other factors that theoretically predict combat
effectiveness

to determine whether,

in

fact,

they are associated with

this phenomenon.

This chapter reports the data analyses and findings related to combat
effecti

-"ss.

*

There is

one basic hypothesis under analysis:

The judgmental coding of combat effectiveness based on
military mission accomplishment will form a coherent
scale for the 22 engagements.

JUDGMENTAL MEASURES OF COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS

,Qetions Asked

The officer participants answered
unit performance

13 questions about the effectiveness of

for each engagement that they rated.
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As indicated in

Table 1, these questions focused directly on the "combat effectiveness"
of the unit, but they differed in two important ways.
tions were phrased differently.
tiveness, some defined it

First, the ques-

Some merely asked about combat effec-

in terms of military mission accomplishiment,

others asked the raters to consider extraneous factors such as terrain,
enemy resistance,
port.

actions of superior headquarters,

and quality of sup-

The purpose was to identify which factors the officers viere con-

sidering, though the goal was to find one question that focused on overall unit performance.
The questions also differed in the ranges of scales -- some were 5 points,
some 10, and some 100.

The purpose of this difference was to generate

as much variance as possible in the data, without obtaining false precision.

The full questionnaire is reproduced in Volume II,

Appendix B of

this report.
Data Inspecticn
Simple inspection of the data (Table 1) suggests several things.

First,

the size of the standard deviations and the distribution of scores on the
two 100-point variables suggest false precision -- the officers did not
reliably discriminate among engagements across the 100-point scales.
Second, units are rated worse (higher rankings - worse performance) when
their performance is evaluated in isolation (Questions 2 and 3) than when
performance is examined in light of other factors such as terrain, higher
headquarters,
4-7).

resistance encountered,

and suppor: received (Questions

Those units that perform best may not have been outstanding,

rather made use of terrain, outstanding support,
headquarters.

but

or planning by higher

An alternative inference is that the loratio~i of the iso-

lated performance measures at the beginning of the questionnaire led to
initially critical scores for them and less discriminaLion later.
inference was rejected because scores on 3B were higher than 1, and
4-2

This

TABLE I
Combat Effectiveness Judgmental Questionnaire
Question
Nember

Abbreviation

1

EFF/100

Combat eff,,ctiveness

2

EFF/1O

Combat effectiveness,
typical engagements

3A

MIS/5

3B

Rating
Scale

Mean

Standard
Deviation

0-100

79.6

19.4

1-10

3.1

2.0

Military mission

1-5

2.0

1.2

MIS/100

Military mission, percentage accomplished

0-100

80.8

23.1

3C

MIS/10

Military mission, 10
typical engagements

1-10

3.2

2.2

4A

R-T/5

Performance given resistance and terrain

1-5

1.7

0.8

4B

R-T/10

Performance given resistance and terrain, 10
typical engagements

1-10

2.8

2.0

5A

HHQ/5

Performance given actions
of superior headquarters

1-5

1.6

0.8

5B

HHQ/IO

Performance given actions
of superior headquarters,
10 typical combat engagements

1-10

2.6

1.9

6A

SUP/5

Performance given adequacy
of support

1-5

1.8

U.9

6B

SUP/IO

Performance given adequacy
of support, 10 typical
combat engagements

1-10

2.8

1.8

7A

ALL/5

Overall performance in
light of resistance, terrain, actions of superior
headquarters, and adequacy
of support

1-5

1.7

0.9

75

ALL/1O

Overall performance in
light of resistance, terrain, actions of superior
headquarters, and adequacy
of support; 10 typical
combat engagement s

1-10

2.6

1.7

Focus

10

4i-

units were rated less effective on 3C than 2,
than 5A.

*

The first research finding is

Units are rated less effective when overall "combat effectiveness" and "military mission accomplishment" are evaluThey are rated
ated in terms of the unit in isolation.
more effective when contextual factors and/or the performance of superior headquarters and/or support units is
included in tile analysis.

does not operate in a vacuum,

is

More significantly,

an important element in

to different

but rather in
however,

it

that an infantry battalion

a world of obstacles and conalso implies that adaptability
The ability to react

determining performance.

levels of resource availability,

cunities provided by terrain,
expected,

and 6A and 7A

therefore,

This can be read as reflecting common sense --

straints.

6B titan 5B,

to take advantage of oppor-

and to react to enemy resistance would be

based on this finding,

to be an i'aportant discriminator between

successful and unsuccessful units.

Inspection of the data also showed that there was no essential difference
Since the 10-point

between the 5-point scales and the 10-point scales.
scales would produce greater variance,
and effective data analysis,

and hence allow more sophisticated

they were usually chosen for subsequent use.

Scores on Typical Questions

The scores for typical questions are shown in Table 2.
a 100-point scale; the others are 10-point scales.
tion I are good.
performance.

Question I employs

Higher scores on Ques-

Low rankings on all other questions indicate excellent

The ID numbers refar to the 22 operations under analysis.

The names of the engagements have been deliberately omitted to encourage
the reader to think about the properties of the data set itself.
that there is

a great consistency across the 10-point

Note

scales for any given

engageme.at and that many of the values assigned reflect excellent performance.
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TABLE 2
Average Scores for Selected Questions
Question Number and Ahbreviations
ID NImber

1
EFF/IO0

2
EFF/10

3C
HIS/1l

43
R-T/IO

U3
HIIq/IO

6B
SUP/ID

71
ALL/IO

1

67

3

4

1

1

2

2

2

89

2

2

1

2

3

3

87

1

2

1

1.1

2

4

53

5

6

3

2

4

3

3

S

93

2

2

1.5

1

1.5

1

4

6

98

1.5

1

2

1.5

1.3

1.5

2

7

87

3

4

5

3.5

3

3

4

a

54

4

5

4

4

5

5

5

9

86

1

2

2

2

3

2

3

10

85

2

3

2

2

1

1

3

11

91

I

2

1

2

1

1

5

12

73

3.5

3

3.5

3

2

3

2

13

90

2

3

2.5

2.5

4

3

2

14

78

4

4

2

2

3

2

3

2.5

2.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

2

2

s8
1i

I of Responres
3

16

73

3

3

3

4

3

3

3

17

80

2

2

3

3

2

2.5

4

18

84

3

2

2

2

3

3

3

19

83

2

1

1.5

2

3

2.5

2

20

93

1

1

2

2

1

1

3

21

90

3

2.5

4

3.5

3

3

2

22

39

7

7

5

5.5

2.5

6

4
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Factor Analyses
The key methodological isiue r-elat.,d to this data set is
it

thether or not

will form the basis for a coherent scale of combat effectiveness.

g,•od scale is

reliabl..,

similar measures.

in that a variety of similar efforts will produce

A variety of techniques can he applied to determine

coherence of a cata set.
Basically,

A

One of the most powerful is

fac.or analysis is

a technique developed to loccte clusters

of variables that have similar scores.
effort to locete redundancy.

It

is

Some scholars think of it

as an

often employed where a large number

of similar variable3 are being examined,
will d.monstrate that thece is

factor analysis.

In this context,

the technique

a set of variables which are so similar

that any one of them can be used ns a surrogate or "marker variable" for
the set.

This allows "data reduction" or simplification of an analyti-

cal problem by permitting the analyst to work with a smaller set of variables while er.suring that vital information has not been lost chrot.;h
the elimination of variables.

Factor analysis produces "fC-tors"' tnat azze vectors, cr paths,
the clusters in

the muitidi,,,ensional data set.

stand that factor analysis is

it

iz vital to under-

quite capable of disaggregating a nighly

related data set into several compon4ýnts.

The researcher,

limits for the omount of redundancy cr "communality"
in defining a cl:ister,

by setting the

th'at is

v-,r, sidered

has some control over the le'.el of dscrimitiation,

but there are acceptcd "default values"
oisciplit.es.

through

Thie technique is

for these controls in different

also completely statistical --

it

will

detect theoieLically ronsensical clusters as readily as meaningful oncs.
It

is

used to expuore the "dimensionality" of a data set --

its colierence and to locate its componenms.
great difficulty in "naming"

to measure

irequently researchers have

factors because they appear to be composed

of itcmp that correlate spuriously but do not form meaningful

concepts.

IThe results of a factor nnalysis for the full set of 13 measures of combat effectiveness are shown in Table 3.
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Orly a single faci-or,

or cluster,

TABLE

3

Aesults of Factor Analysis
on Judgmental Combat Effectiveness
Question
Number

Factor
Loading

1 l

-. 89

[7

2

-.81

3B

3C

4B

(.76)

(.78)

5A

.84

.88

5B

.83

.89

6A

(.76)

6B

.86

7A

.88

.84

7B

.88

.80

( )

.86

I

9.77

highest (over

.S0)

lowest (bel.ýw .80)

.1

4

4

.84

90.88

Eigenvalue

I

.99]2

.901Ei

4A

L

.9-

.85

3A

S91

Estimated
Communality
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was located.

Its high eigenvilue (9,77)

tor with an eigenvalue over 1.00 is

is very strong (usually any fac-

considered worthy of attention).

Two types of informotion are given for the re).ationchip between the scores

A

from each question and thn factor or vector that traces their redundancy.
The lactor loading indicates the extent to which the variable scores are
associated with the values of the factor.

The estimated communality

focuses on the e:tent to which the variable participates in
dancy being examinee.
and l.k"O.

Typirally,

the redun-

These numbers are theoreticaily bounded between 0
a loading or cummunality of 0.30 or higher is seen

as signalling a meaningful relationship between a variable and a factor.
The values for this fact-Lr are very high.

The blocks around values over

0.90 and parentheses around ttose below 0.80 call attention to the highest
and !owest values.

They have no statistical significance.

Pactor I clearly finds the data on combat effectiveness to be extremely
coherent.

Over one-half of the variance in every question is

with the vector (loading greater than 0.71),
pcte heavily in

a

the communality.

Hence,

associated

and all variables partici-

the second research

finding,

Judgmental measures of combat effectiveness form a
coherent, unidimensional scale for the 22 engagements
examined.

Marker Variable

Once a theoretically meaningful and statistically sound
identified,

there are two ways of proceeding.

It

is

factor has been

possible to generate

"factor scores" for each t-ase in the analysis.

If

a new variable is

representing the cluster

created --

of variables being examined.
Factor X is

called Factor X --

these are determined,

The problem with this procedure is

neither replicable nor directly interpretable.

It

is

thaL
not

replicable becauze the addition of virtually'any new data into the set
will produce a different solution to the factor analysis,
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and hence new

A

fector scores for all cases.
it

is

It

is

not directly interpretable because

a statistical artifact vomposed of positions of observations of

ro.ality,

and not an observation of reality in

selection of a marker vaciabie,

itself.

The alternative,

was chosen to allow for later expansion

of the data set and to preserve direct capability to interpret results.
Returning briefly to Table 3, it

is

clear that Question 2,

ranking of ccmbat etfectiveness,

is

an excellent marker variable.

a 10-point
It

for highest factor loading and for highest estimated communality.
its rivals,

the 100-point question,

and be somewhat unstable.

"mlssionaccomplishment,
than Question 2.

One of

was found to imply false precision

The other,

3C,

calls for evaluating military

but aloo has the highest average scores,

ing that the officer participants may have been more lenient in
it

ties

suggestcoding

The fact that these three questions were the lead-

ing variables is very encouraging since the objective of the questionnaire was to capture estimates of unit performance and. ability to ovnrcome obstacles.
Higher loadings on the questions that focus on external
factors

(terrain,

enemy,

and so forth) would imply that the factor was

reiated heavily to context of the situation.

Hence,

Question 2 was

selected as a marker variable to represent the set of judgmental variables.

Data relating to the 22 engagements,
are shown in Table 4.

based on Question 2 (10-point

The first section of the table shows the scores

within each era or type of combat.

Note that there is

for the scores for all four groups.
are 2.65 (World War II),
Operations).
together.

e

2.7 (Korea),

Given the rather
Hence,

scale),

variance present

The mean values for the four groups
2.6 (Vietnam),

small n,

and 2.55 (Special.

these are remarkably close

a research finding,

No bias was detected in outcome coding for the different comb it eras.
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TABLE 4
Rankings of Opurations:
Marke-, Variable, Que!stion 2
A.

Within Croup•s

ID Number

Short Title
.orld

Score

War II

9

two Jima,

Suribachi

1

10

Iwo Jima,

North

2

17

Cuam 11

2

19

Saipan

2

15

Okinawa,

I

Oroku

2.5

Peleliu I

3

16

Guam 1

3

21

Cape Gloucester

3

14

Okinawa,

M'1otobu

4

4

Peleliu

11

5

Korea
ii

Yongdungpo

1

20

Yudan,-ni Breakout

I

6

Inchon

1.5

18

Seoul

3

22

JAXMESTOtN,

7

Vietnam
2

STARLITE

2

3

DEWEY CANYON

2

5

Hue Cit)

2

7

Khe Sanh I

3

8

Khe Sanh Il

4

Special 0perations

13

BWUEBAT (Lebanon)

12

T~ominican Republic
Continued
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2
3.5

Table 4
Operation Rlankings
Cont inued
B. All Engagzments
It N~umber

Short Title

Score

Conflict

9

Iwo Jima, Suribachi

I

WWIII

11

Yongdungpo

I

Korea

20

Yudaun-ni Breakout

1

Korea

1.5

Korea

6

Inchon

2

STARLITE

2

RVN

3

DL~WEY CANYON

2

RVN

City

2

RVN

5Hue
10

Iwo Jima, North

2

WWII

13

BLUEBAT (Lebanon)

2

Special

17

Guam 11

2

WWII

19

Saipan

2

WWII4

15

Okinawa, O-roku

2.5

WWII

1

Peleliu 1

3

WWII

7

;Zhe Savih 1

3

RVN

16

Guam T

3

W~WII

18
21

Seoul
Cape Gloucester

3
3

Korea
WWII

12

Dbominican Republic

8
14
4

22

3.5

Special

Khe Sanh 11

4

RVN

Okinawa, Motobu

4

WWII

Peleliu 11

5

W~WII

JAMESTOWN

7

Korea

The same information is presented in Section B of the table, except that
engagements from different eras are combined.

Thie listing for tied ranks

is ordered by ID number assigned by the research team and has no significance.*
The data do, however, show a distinct statistical problem

--

low variance.

Given that the officer participants were asked to rank the units on a
10-point scale, it is remarkable that the modal ranking is 2. The distribution of codings is shown in Figure 1. The distribution is skewVed
toward low rankings (excellent performance) and has few scores that indicate poor performance.

This distribution of scores provides a severe

handicap for statistical analysis
variable.

--

lack of variance in the dependentI

Hence, a finding,

*Further research should focus on improving the distribution of combat effectiveness scores, either by
including new cases that involve poorer performance
or by structuring more discriminant measurement
instruments.
On the other hand, this set of findings provides considerable hope that
it is possible to use expert judgment coding to determine thresholds for
adequate performance.

Because of the need for detailed data, a rela-

tively short period of time available for the research, and the limited
resources available to develop materials on each case, there was clearly4
a bias toward selecting engagements that had been previously researciied
in detail.

It is hardly surprising to find that these include a bias

toward good performance.

One of the objectives of this research effort

is to help formulate information about "how much is enough." Hence,
finding a number of cases of good performance will, in the long run, be
of great value.

Creating Variance
For purposes of the present study an effort was made to use the data set
for producing a measure that would both validly reflect the judgmental
4-12
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4
data and have greater variance.
rigorous,

empirically based,

The method selected was to create fairly

discrimination points oi each of the 13 judg-

mental questions.
These points were labeled as disti.nguishing between
"satisfactory" and "unsaLisfactory" performance.
They are close to the
mean values for all variables,

but are defined judgm~ntally by the research

team.

This data transformation has important theoretical implications.
it

focuses the analysis at a comparative level --

it

First,

will explain which

units are better than others.

It

much is

a statistical artifact based on consis-

enough.

Second,

it

is

will not indicate thresholds --

how

tency of scores, not a directly interpretable variable.

The results of the transformation are shown in
has been coded either I (satisfactory)

Table 5.

or 0 (unsatisfactory)

the 13 judgmental measures of combat effectiveness.
iables,

Each engagement
for each of

For 100-point var-

at least 85 points had to be assigned for the case to be rated

satisfactory.

Fc"

was satisfactory.

10-point ranking scales,
For 5-point scales,

coded as unsatisfactor).
unsatisfactory (0)

rankings of less than 1.5 were

The right-hand column shows the percentage of

scores recorded for each engagement.

These data were used to ccrn.truct Table 6,
with Table ..

In terms of rank ordering,

show significant changes.
World War II,

a ranking of less than 2.5

while Peleliu

which can be compared directly
only the World War II

Ecth Guam cases show lojs oZ position within
I moves up relative to the others.

that this scale reflects data from all 13 quesLions,
based on a single question,

cases

Given

while Table 4 is

a-id the complex transformation

performed,

these are relatively minor Jiiferences.

Examination of the scores Pcross the entire data set dnes, however,
reflect some bias based on combat groups.
as in Table 4,

The bottom of the scale remains,

a mixture cf engagements from different eras.
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At the top
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TABLE 6
Rankings of Operations •Ased
on Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory Performance
A.

ID Number

*

Vithin Croups

Short Title

Sc.re
(Percentage
Unsatisfactory)

World War II
9

Iwo Jima,

Suribachi

23

Iwo Jima, North

23

Peleliu 1

38

15

Okinawa,

46

19

Saipan

46

17

Cuam 11

54

14

Okinawa,

Motobu

62

21

Cape Glouzesrer

77

10
1

4

Oroku

Peleliu II

16

Guam 1

92
100

Korea
6

inchon

0

11

Yongdungpo

j

20

Yudam-ni Breakout

0

!8

Seoul

22

JAMESTOW

54
100

Vietnam
2

STARLITE

0

3

DEVICY CANYON

0

5

Hue City

0

7

Khe Snh I

85

8

Khe Sanh II

100

Special Operations
13

BLUEBAT (Lebanon)

69

12

Dominican Republic

92

Continued
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leole 6
Operation Rankings
Continued

1. Across Groups

ID Number

Short Title

fcore
(Fereentage
Unsatisfactory)

Conflict

2

STARLITE

0

AVN

3

DEWEY CANYOh

0

9VU

City

0

RVN

5Hue
6

Inchon

0

Korea

it

Yongdungpo

0

Korea

Yudam-ni Breakout

0

Korea

20

Iwo Jima, Suribachi

23

WWII

Iwo Jima, North

23

WWII

Peleliu 1

38

WWII

Is

Okinawa, Oroku

46

WWII

19

Saipan

46

1W11

1?

Guam II

54

WWII

18

Seoul

54

Korea

14

Okinawa,

62

WIl

13

LLUEBAT (Lebanon)

69

Special

21

Cape Gloucester

77

Kha Sanh I

85

RVN

Dominican Republic

92

Special

9
10
1

7
12

Mocobu

WII

RVN

[(he Sanh II

100

16

Guam I

100

IWII

22

JAMESTOWN

100

Korea

8
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ow

end,

however,

nu World War II

cases escaped

being ranked unsatisfactory

on at least one of the 13 different questions.

The scores for the list

cif Vietnam era cases are higher than they are on the overall combat
tiveness question reflec.id

in Table 4.

effec-

The Korean era scores retain

their relative positions.

This suggests that Marine Corps infantry battalion performance in
Wovld War II
ccntrol --

the

era was perhaps influenced more by forces beyond the unit's

higher headquarters,

supporting fires,

terrain,

and enemy.

This would be consistent with the finding noted earlier that the ratings
1, 2,

on variables focusing on overall effectiv.eness (Questions

3A,

and 30) are higher than those that consider intervening variables.
also consistent with the doctrinal requirement
operate more independently,

while those in

3B,
It

is

that battalions in Vietnan.
operate within an

World War II

overall plan and structure controlled from above.

The technique also does what it

is

supposed to do

--

creates variance.

it

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the transformed variable.
shows a high percentage of "unsatisfactory"

ratings in

overall data set.

The distribution of scores is

value would be 44,

near the center of che scale.

A high score

comparison with the

very wide,
Hence,

anci the mean

as long as theo-

retical issues regarding which cases are best within this set are relevant,

of unsatisfactory ratings) cen be

this new variable (percentage

utilized,

COMPARISONS OF JUDGMENTAL DATA WITH HISTORICAL DATA

Pur pos e

It

is

a basic premise of this research effort that no good objective or

historicai measure of combat effectivenessý has been identified in past
research,

Indeed,

examine the topic.

as noted earlier,
Therefore,

effort and expenditure

very few efforts have been made to

the study presumes that it

is

worth the

to create one by systematically aggregating

judgmental codings and analyzing them.
4-18
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To test this assumption,

it

was necesary to develop the historical or

"objective" data relevant to the 22 engagements

being studied and compare

th~s iqformation with tie judgimental measures being generated.

The predictions of the research team were that the historical data would

to gather,

and

*

Be difficult

o

Would not correlate with the judgmental measures of
combat effectiveness.

These hypocheses were based on the ideas that combat effectiveness

is

a

multidimensional phenomenon in which objective measures applied to one
engagement are ins-propriate to others,

and that precise reporting of

objective data regarding performaace is

seldom carries out during periods

of intense combat.

Variables Considered

The CACI research team coded a number of "objective" or historical measures of the outcomes of the 22 engagenents.
to refl.

.raditional

These measures v'ere chosen

ways of evaluating unit effectiveness.

iables relate to a "yes/no" coding of mission accomplishment,
of the forward edge of the battle area,

fuel availability,

by friendly units)

movemfient

occurrence of enemy breakthrough,

soordination with friendly units, residual
vehicles,

The var-

capabilities

ammunition levels,

(personnel,

arms,

and effectiveness of fire

(see Figure 3).

For most of these variables,

oiie of two factors prevents any effective

data analysis:

o

The historical record provides clear, precise answers
in so iew cases thl:t meaningful analy.sic is not possible (insufficient n), or
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4,p.A,

ENGLGEMENT NO.

Operation (Name,

location, year)
to

Dates

Phase
Unit (Bn,

Ret,

D~iv)
OUTCOME MEASURES

1.

Mission
(Yes, No)

OB3 Achieved?

2.

(Show hours late or early)

On time?

FEBA MVT
Enemy Casualties
No. lPOW's Taken
Enemy KIA
3.

Enemy Breakthrough

5.

(Check one)

Allowed

Coordination

'With Adjace;t Units (Check one)

Maintained

Lost

Interior Contact

Lost

Maintained
6.

it occurred)

Partly Scaled Off

Wllock.d
4.

(if

Residual Capabilities (Summarize
A.

Personnel

(From

from other

forms)

Form #13)

SKIA4
% WIA

Final % of Authorized Strength
Explain abnormality

Form 012 (2

OUTCOMFE ME.ASURES (Summarv)
Figure 3.

Outcome Measures Coding Form
Continued
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pa es)

Figure 3
Outcome Mtasures Coding Form
Contiiiued
ENGAGEMENT NO.

location,

Operation (Name,

year)
to

Dates

Phase
Regt,

Unit (Bn,

Div)

OUTCOME MEASURES (Page 2)
S.

Subnormal
C.

(Check one)

Arms - Loss Rate (From Form #6)
Normal

High

Vehicle Loss (From Form #6)
Explain abnormality

D.

POL - Availability (From Form #8)
Subnormal

E.

Normal

(Check one)

Above Normal

Ammo Expenditure (From Form #7)
Explain abnormality

F.

Ammo Supply (From Form #7)
Explain abnormality

C.

Fire Effectiveness (From Form #7)
Explain if

rated

""$Fair"

Form #12 Page 2

OUTCOME MEASURES (Summary)
Figure 3.

Outcome Measures Coding• Form
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SThe values for Ohe variables are so similar for all
cases that they cannot be analyzed statistically
(insufficient variance).

For example,

enemy casualties were obtained

engagements under study.
uncertain of which U.S.
In the World War II
division level.

For the most part,

for fewer than 10 of the
even the enemy forces are

battalions are responsible

cases,

for which casualties.

the greatest detail available was often enemy

Accurate assignment to specific battalions within the

relatively narrow boundaries of time and space covered by a single engagement was seldom possible.
of the battle area,

Aiother example,

movement of the forward edge

was coded as not applicable in 15 of the 22 cases.

Friendly KIA, maintenance of interior contact,

and ammunition expenditure

were the only variables coded with sufficient frequency and variance to
allow meaningful analysis.

The maintenance of contact and ammunition

expenditure variables are analyzed in

Chapter 6 with the other histori-

cal data because they proved to be meaningful only at an ordinal level
of measurement.

Friendly casualties,

however,

were compared with the judgmental estimates

of combat effectiveness using Pearson product moment correlations
Table 7.

in

The hypothesis under examination would be that

*

High combat effectiveness correlates with low friendly
casualties.

The research team expectation,
tiveness is

a difficult,

based on the argument that combat effec-

multidimeasional phenomenon,

esis would not be supported by the evidence.
virtually no evidence that the hypothesis

is

was that

As Table 7 shows,
correct.

there is

Only one measure of

effecLiveness (mission accomplishment on a 10-point scale)
sonably significant

the hypoth-

shows a rea-

correlation with the judgmental combat effectiveness

4-23

TABLE 7
Bivariate Correlationi Between Total Casualties

"and Judgmental Estimates of Combat Effectiveness
in

Killed
Action

Total Marine
Corps Casualties

Wounded
in Action

Judgmental ,Measures
of Combat Effectiveness

r

s

r

8

r

S

EFF/10

.28

.15

.39

.07

.19

.21

MIS/10

.37

.09

.50

.03

.33

.07

R-T/10

.07

.40

.09

.38

-. 06

.40

HHQ/10

-. 08

.39

-. 08

.39

-. 04

.43

SUP/10

.27

.17

.18

.26

.05

.41

ALL/10

.07

.40

.14

.32

-. 03

.44

-a= 15

n

n = 15

21

r = Pearson product =onent co irelation coefficient
6 = Level o- significance
n = Number of cases

measures,
Hence,

and it

appears only in

there are three research

relation to those wounded in

action.

findings:

"&

"Objective" or hiistorical measures of combat effectiveness are costly and time consuming to collect at the
level of infantry battalions and do not vary widely
across cases.

&

Friendly casualt:ies are not a good measure
effectiveness.

*

Combat effectiveness is a multidimensional phenomenon
that is not accurately reflected in any single objective number.

of combat
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CHAPTER 5. JUDGMENTAL EVALUATION OF CRITICAL FACTORS

INTRODUCTION
In addition to coding each engagement for the "effectiveness" of the
Marine Corps infantry battalion under study, officer participants were
asked to indicate which of 49 different activities, factors, and functions they believed had contributed to the relative success or failurei
of the unit. The purpose of this query was to capture the subjective
element of combat

--

to develop a sense of what these experienced offi-

cers felt were the crucial aspects of unit performance.

However, '.his

information was solicited in the specific context of the combat engagement description just read.

The goal was to identify, not theoretical

knowledge, but the "signals"' or "tip-offs" that the officerp noticed and
believed to determine combat outcomes.
The unit of analysis in this chapter is, therefore) the coding sheet ofJ
the individual offi..ei- participant for a particular narrative description.

Although any variable can have up to 68 codings (the numbe~r of

sheets completed), of'icers were always given the option of indicating
that there was insufficient information to support an accurate coding.
In fact, no variable was coded as "critical" on more than 47 forms.
Moreover, the same e-ngagement may appear in the data set more than oiice,
since more than onc. officer may have coded it. However, no engagement
could be counted mrore than three times.
The analyses were limited in two ways.

Virst, only those factors dis-

cussed in the narrative descriptions could be considered for coding.
Hence, holes in the historical records from which the narratives were
written or gaps in the narratives themselves-.would result in gaps in
the results.

Second, the officer participants often chose to "no code"

variables that were fully discussed in the narratives.
5-1

However, the

objective of the coding exercise was to learn what the officer participants believed to be the crucial factors, and it appears to have succeeded
in achieving that goal.

DATA SET

DataFrqec

Of the original set of critical factors variables, nine were coded as

"no information"t so frequently that they had to be eliminated from the
statistical analyses.

They are listed in Table 1.

Some (maintenance,

special equipment, barrier materials, security on the move, and adequacy
of protection) were very difficult to research and therefore were seldom
detailed in the narratives.

Others such as POL supplies, weather, and

food and water were reported only where they were exceptional.

Hence,

unless they were utilized to select cases, the chances of collecting a
meaningful number of cases were slight.

Quality of enemny forces engaged

was usually available, but only in general terms.

Apparently the offi-

cer participants were frequently unwilling to infer that specific battalions encountered forces "typical" of those reported to be opposing U.S.
forces in a general area.

Three variables, naval gunfire, preparatory air interdiction, and close
air support had relatively small frequencies of coding (16-21) and could

only be used cautiously in later data analysis.I
Data Variance

A somewhat larger set of variables was eliminated from statistical analysis because they did not display sufficient variance to allow analysis.
They are detailed in Table 2.

Basically, these variables were coded at

almost constant values across all cases being examined.

The officer

participants felt they had sufficient information to evaluate unit

5-2

TABLE 1
Problems With Data Frequency

.

A. Variables Eliminated Because of Insufficient Frequency of Coding
Weather
Quality of Enemy Forces Engaged
Adequacy of Protection
Security on the Move
FOL Supplies
Food and Water
Barrier Materials
Special Equipment
B.

Variables With Low Frequencies (16 -.
2 1)a
Naval Gunfire
Preparatory Air Interdiction
Close Air Support

a Variables included in subsequent analyses were coded 31 or more times.

TABLE 2
Variables Eliminated Because of
Insufficient Variance in Coding
Training

Morale at OutsetI
Consistency of Plan WiLh Principles of War
Timeliness of Orders

Subordinate Unit CoordinationI
Morale During Combat
Discipline
Aggressiveness
Initiative
Resource fulness
5-3

*

performance,
cases.

but did not discriminate among the values assigned across

Of course,

variables that do not vary will always intercorrelate

highly with one another,

but the results are meaningless.

Moreover,

since the research team was already awere thac the dependent variables
did have reasonable variance,
have little

iL was clear that these vari.qbles would

or no explanatory power.

If

excellent mort.

with both terrible performance and excellent

performance,

no evidence that the two phenomena are related.
in

e is

Hence,

associated

then there is

there is

no point

conducting analyses using variables with no variance.

Variables Utilized

After screening for statistical problems,
were selected for use in
ably diverse,

the 13 variables shown in

subsequent analyses.

As a set they are remark-

running the functional gamut from cormand to logistics an(

including five different categories of supporting fires.

All have stan-

dard deviations equal to at least 20 percent of their meart values.
over,
--

Table 3

.iore-

they are drawn from the full set of locations in the coding form

indicating that officers did not merely get tired ard stop coding as

they moved through the data-generation exercise.

FACTOR ANALYSIS

Rationale

As with the set of judgmental combat effectiveness measures,

the research

team utilized a variety of techniques to explore judgmental codings of
critical

factors,

then settled on factor analysis as the best approach

for understanding the data.

In this case,

however,

the issue was how
many different dimensions were produced by the critical factors coding.
Data reduction (the elimination of variables)
was again important.

by identifying redundancy

Unlike the combat effectiveness data,

however,

the

research team now expected to find a number of different dimensions (or
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TABLE 3
Critical Factors Variables Utilized
Short Titlim

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Number of
Cdn~s_

Quality of Information

4.25

1.62

44

Quality of Plan

4.36

1.51

47

Logistics Support

4.33

1.47

36

Awareness of Ene~my
Capabilities

4.29

1.45

42

Implementation of
Principles of Warj

4.72

1.09

36i

Maneuver During Action

4.54

1.09

46

Artillery Support

4.06

1.50

34

Naval Gunfire

4.57

1.36

21

Preparatory Air Inter-

4.69

1.40

16

Close Air Support

4.71

1.65

17I

Armor SupporL

4.06

1.55

42

Linkages to External

4.14

1.52

42

4.66

1.21

38

diction

Units or Commrands
Communications
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set of intercorrelated variables).

Moreover, examination of these clus-

ters of variables was expected and intended to produce insights into the
thinking of the officer participants

--

to find cut what types of vari-

able~s they tended to view as related and which types they viewed as relatively independent.
A three-factor solution was found that was both statistically sound and
theoretically appealing.

Table 4 reports the data on this solution.

The

eigenvalues and percentage of v4ariance. show the relative strength or power
of each factor in the solution.

The factor loadings opposite each vari-

able indicate the approximate correlation between the variable and the
vector that describes the factor.

Thn communality indicates the extent

to which the factor analysis "explains" the variance in each named variable.

To help the reader, squares have been placed around the highest

factor loading for each variable, regardless of the absolute number.
Circles have been placed around all values greater than 0.30. These two
symbols are employed for all values that have relatively important associations with any factor.
Naming (interpreting) the Factors
One of the most difficult and crucial elements in factor analysis is
deciding what the factors mean.

Of course, any factor is a statistical

artifact and means nothin& in the real world.

Frequently, factor analysis solutions are found that appear to be based on spurious correlations4

--

no apparent logic can theoretically link statistically associated ele-

ments.

B-it when a factor is found to suggest association between theo-

retically meaningful variable clusters, great care must be taken to nameI
or "label" the factor clearly to prevent misinterpretation later when the
statistical artifact is forgotten and the research concepts are being
utilized.

TABLE 4
Factor Analysis of 13 Judgmental
Criti:al Factors Variables
Factor Loadings
Short Title
Quality of Information

Factor I

Awareness of Eniemy
Capabl lit ies

Implementatioin of Prin-

1.48

Co-Lun aIalitv
.093

n
44
47

1

.69

.11

0

.20

.38

36

.20

.7

42

.751

.22

F.71

36

61

.24

.54

46

0

.45

34

F78

21

.74]

40,

Factor III
. 06

F89

Quality of Plan
Logistics Support

Factor II

ciples of liar
Maneuver During Action

.15

Artillery Support

.58 1

Navil Gunfire

.26

5

Preparatary Air Interdiction

.25

P85

Close Air Support

.18

.22

Armor Support

871

.27
L

-. 22

16

'I

"-96

f.991

17

.76!

I.72

42

Linkages to External
Units or Comnands

F 8

.47

42

Communications

0.15

[4
.77

38

Eigenv.• ues
Percentage of Variance
Suggested
Interpretation

6.46

1.82

.79

71.20

20.00

8.70

Coordination
Functions

PlInning
Functions

Supporting
Fires
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The "functions" part

Factor I has been labeled "coordination functions,"
is

easy to explain since virtually all the activities in the data set are

functions or the results of functions carried out during combat.

It

is

tempting to call this factor "intelligence" because of the high loadings
and communalities for "quality of infurmatio0n-and "awareness of enemy
capabilities."

However,

a whole host of other factors are associated

with the factor including mundane ones such as logistics,
linkages to external units,
support is

and quality of planning.

hardly an intelligence function.

Yet,

conmunications,

Moreover,

artillery

every activity associ-

ated with the factor requires or facilitates coordination,

including the

acquisition and dissemination of information to ensure awareness of enemy
capabilities.

Hence,

the label "coordination

functior.."

The second factor has been named "planning functions."

This is

somewhat

easier to explain since the two types of support that load on the factor
(naval gunfire and preparatory air interdiction) are primarily the results
of planning before an engagement begins.
ning flexibility in the factor becatist
of war" loads during the engagement,

of the principles

as d3es "maneuver" during action.
logistics,

armor,

linkages,

qual-

and awareness of enemy capabilities.

The "supporting fires" factor is
porting fire load on it
strongest variable).

also an element of plan-

"impletwntation

Support elements are also reflected in
ity of information,

There is

the easiest to name.

All types of sup-

except preparatory air (but close air is

Of all other variables,

the

only communications and

linkages to external units are associated with the factor.

It

is

rea-

sonable to presume that these are necessary prerequisites to the effective use of supporting fires on the battlefield.

Marker (Representative)

Variables

Selection of marker variables to represent these three clusters in

sub-

sequent analyses proved to be a difficult task.

based

5-8

This selection is

•

I

on the combination of factor loading and communality.

Cood marker vari-

ables have a high loading on a single factor and high communality in
overall solution.

A variable with these attributes has vilues very close

to those represented by the vector that describes the factor,
common criterion,
this case.
lized,

if

the

a reasonable number of observations,

a variable with a low frequency in

large numbers of cases must be dropped

is

A less

necessary in

the data s,!t is

uti-

from subsequent analyses or

artificial scores invented to compensate for the missing values.

These

procedures distort art.,lytic results and narrow the utility of research
findings.
Returning to Table 4,

four variables are unlikely candi'ates for marker

variables for any of the factors.
acLion,

artillery support,

Logistics support,

maneuver during

and linkages to external units or commands all

have relatively low communalities.

Hence,

they are not strongly associ-

ated with the solution and do not represent good surrogates
the factors.

In subsequent analyses,

for any of

these variables could be expected

to behave independently of any of the clusters or "factors."

By contrast,

both quality o( information and awareness of enemy capabil-

ities are good caindidates as marker variables for Factor I (coordination
functions).

Quality of information is

higher communality,

probably best because of its

but both variables also show some relationship to

Factor II.

It

is very difficult to choose a good marker variable for Factor II

ning futictions).

"Preparatory

(plan-

air interdiction" has the strongest mea-

sures of association but was only coded as crucial in

16 cases.

mentation of the principles of war"

but the variable

itself is a collection of ideas,
in objective terms.

is

a good second,

"Imple-

difficult to measure precisely or define

"Quality of plan" is

promising,

attachment to Factor I as well as Factor II.

but shows a strong

. "Naval gunfire" is

also

associated with Factor III and only has 21 observations.
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4,

Factor III (supporting fires) has an exceptional association with "close
air support," but covers only 17 codings.
ing 42 for frequency,

is

a good marker,

Armor support,

with a surpris-

and "communication"

would make a

fine alternative.

RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS

Despite problems resulting from the statistical properties of the judgmental critical factors data,

two significant research findings emerge

from its analysis:

e

Experienced infantry officers identify a wide ranging,
theoretically balanced set of factors as explanations
of success and failure in combat.
The judgmentai data set for identifying critical factors influencing combat effectiveness is composed of
three statistically defined factors.
Substantively,
these factors can be interpreted as
-

Coordination

-

Planning functions,

-

Supportirg fires.

functions,
and
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ASSOCIATIONS

CHAPTER 6.

BETWEEN COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS AND OTHER VARIABLES

INTRODUCTION

form a clear,

tiveness

reliable

or "independent"

Analyses of judgmentally
Chaptcr

The second major

would be possible

to find meaningful

it

which would make theoretical and empirical

associaticns,
predictor

scale (see Chapter 4).

issue was whether

methodological

codings of combat effec-

that judamental

became clear

completed when it

was successfully

The first

project had three major goals.

The research

variabler

between

s-nse,

and measures of combat effectiveness.
in

factors estimates reported

derived critical

question has

5 indicate that this methodological

been resolved

positively.

line" for the research effort

The "bottom

is,

however,

it

reliable associations can be shown between combat effectiveness
and sets of predictive

interpreting

the statistical
variables

the research

findings,

associations

between

and combat

effectiveness

ification of relative weights,

focuses on the historical,

meas,,es
bott

that must be understood

the chaptE-

examines,

in

detail,

judgmentally derived critical

of units.

or prio'ities,

or "objective,"

factors

This section includes

spec-

among the 13 critical

fac-

The next

data collected

section

by the CACI

team.

LIlITATIONS OF THIE FINDINGS

CAVEATS --

No research effort
research

focuses on that

with unit performance.

tors found to be associated

research

This chapter

After a discussion of the caveats

line problem.
in

variables.

pos-

is

whether valid and

substantive results --

sible to produce meaningful

whether

is

can have universal

usually narrowly

ing variables

present,

focused

application.

Well-d

to reduce the number of confot,,u-

allow greater confidence
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Indeed,

that the findings are

Tned

meaningful,

and to increase understanding of the processes at work.

An

outstanding effort in a narrow area will often allow analysis of much
broader issues by subsequently relaxing assumptions or broadening the
data base.

A broadly based research effort -:ill usually create large

date collection problems,
dissimilar cases,

obscure relationships by including too many

and prove difficult to interpret.

The major substantive limitations of the analyses presented below can be

"summarized in two main points:
1.

The data are historical, not focused on the future.
Hence, characteristics of the future battlefield
such as eneny antiair, mechanized forces, air capability, and electronic warfare are either underrepresented or not present at all in the data set.

2.

The focus is on Marine Corps infantry battalions in
offensive missions.
Extension to other types of
units, levels of command, services, ot classes of
mission can only be made with great caution and consci ous discussion of the theoretical problems created.

[

From a statistical standpoint,

tie reader must understand four principal

limitations on the interpretation of the analyses.
are cross-sectional,

not over timt,.

or the 50 critical

the 63 ratings of combat effectiveness,

tive rankings of combat performance,
single unit.

To be truly valid,

ing units over time --

the. analyses

Thin means that they are based on

differencee among the 22 engagements,
ing sheets,

First,

factors cod-

or the 101 compar.a-

not on repeated observations of a

the findings should be tested by follow-

the same unit with different

'evels

of commanding

officer experience should produce findings similar to those from several
different units,
experience.
--

each of which has difterent

levels of commanding officer

Plans have been made for doing this in

subsequent research

efforts.

Second,

the analyse5 are limited by the historical record available.

Neither the narrativa descriptions nor the objective data collected by

6-2

the study team ore complete or perfectly accurate.

They were based on

current archival materials, which are imperfect and incomplete.

The pre-

sumptic~n is made that there are no consistent biases in the data set so
that errors of omission are part of "random error."
Third, the absence of findings regarding a variable or class of variable.
indicates that no evidence was found indicating that the variable was
systematically associated with changes (variance) in levels of combat
performance.

Hence, the analysis can omit factors or functions that are

important in determining combat outcomes, but which have adequate values
in all or nearly all engagements under study.
ings are stated positively:
4

In other words, thzc find-A

There is an association between variable X

And combat effectiveness; therefore, the evidence is consistent with the
hypothesis that X influences combat effectiveness.

The absence of such

a finding means that there is no cvidence of such a relationship in this
research, but the problem may lie in either data availability or case
selection.
Finally, and pernavs most important, are the issues of numbers of cases
and variance in the dependent variat~le. Statistically, 22 cases is a
very small rnumber with which to iwork.

The results of the analyses are

remarkably strong in light of this problem, but it did present difficulties during the analytic phase of the research.

It was made even more

serious by a lack of variance in the measures of combat effectiveness
(see Chapter 4). For example, the research team rated only 5 of the 22
units as having failed to accomplish their assigned military mission.
The average ranking of combat effectiveness assigned by the officer par-A
ticipants was 2.5 on a scale of 10, and only 4 engagements had average
rankings worse than 3.0.

This relatively high level of accomplishment

in the data set meant that the traditional analytic techniques, which
are based on variance analysis, were of somewhat limited utility.
Having noted these problems, thcre are two further points to be made.
Data analysis was accomplished arid the findings make excellent empiricalj
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and theoretical sense.

Nevertheless, readers and potential users should

be aware of these caveats and limitations.

Second, baised on the success

of the methodology, a second research effort is planned that will directly
resolve many of these problems.
9

This new study will include

Analyses of unit performan-.e from the 1973 war, where
the "emerging threat" is better represented.
*Analyses of cases in which U.S. Marine Corps battalions encountered shock effects and/or surprise from
enemy force levels, positions, weapons, or tactics.
This should

more cases of imperfect performance,
thus increasing the variance in the dependent
variable.

-Provide

projection of the attributes of units
that are prepared to withstand shock and surprise, a key element in the early days of
conflicts.

-Allow

a Analyses of units over time as well as cross sectionally.
*Enlargement

of the data set and collection of vari-4

ables that are focused to resolve ambiguities and

uncertainties resulting from the first research
effort.

COMPARING JUDGMENTAL CRITICAL FACTORS WITH JUDGMENTAL COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS

Bivariate Correlations

The simple statistical association between the L3 individual varialhles
judged to b

important determinants of unit performance and the 10-point

combat effectiveness scale (Question 2, overall combet effectiveness) are
reported in Table 1. The coefficients reported are Pearson product moment
correlations.

The number of cases and levels of significance are pre-

sented to help the reader gauge their relative importance across the set
under consideration. A variable coded as crucial in every case would have
¶

~an n value of 50, a strong (nearly -1.00) negative correlation coefficient,I
6-4

TABLE I
Bivariate Correlations Between Judgmental Critical Factors
and Judgmental Measures of Combat Effectiveness

Variable

•i

Correlation
With Combat
Effectiveness

A

Number
of Cases

Level of
Significance

Percent of
Variance
Explained

Quality of
Information

-. 39

44

.005

15

Quality of Plan

-. 47

47

.001

22

Logistics Support

-. 29

36

.041

9

Awareness of Enemy
Capabilities

-. 25

42

.055

6

Implementation of
Principles of War

-. 85

36

.001

73

Maneuver During
Action

-. 66

46

.001

44

Artillery Support

-. 30

34

.042

9

Naval Gunfire

-. 52

21

.008

27

Preparatory Air
Interdiction

-. 68

16

.002

46

Close Air Support

-. 59

17

.006

35

Armor Support

-. 42

31

.009

18

Linkages to
External Units
or Commands

-. 38

42

.007

14

Communications

-. 51

38

.001

26
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and a high level of significance.

tNegative coefficients are the expected

direction because they indicate a low numerical ranking on combat effectiveness as associated with a high value for the critical
percent of variance explained is

factor.

The

calculated by squaring the correlation

coefficient.

Several items are noteworthy in
exception of "awareness

this table.

First, with the possible

of enemy capabilities," every variahle has a

strong statistically significant association with the combat effectiveness measure.

This is

unusual given the small number of observations.

Logistics and artillety support are surprisingly weak in compa-.ison with
other factors.

This may be due to a lack of detail in

that were used to judge importance.
34 and 36 times,

respectively,

the narratives

But the fact that they were coded

would indicate that the information was

often there, but does not covary with the combat effectiveness data as
strongly as the other variables.

"Quality of information" and "linkages
somewhat stronger.

to external units or commands"

"Quality of plan" is

the combat effectiveness measure.

are

also -'%oderately associsted with

Of the remajw,ý..

-upport variables,

"armor support," relevant in only 31 of the 50 c '.inLs, has the lowest
coefficient,
ciation.

with naval gunfire and close air support having rising asso-

"Communication"

associations,

however,

has a fairly strong relationship.

The powerful

are with "maneuver during the action," "preparatory

air interdiction" (on the relatively few occasions when it
and "implementation of principles of war."

is

present),

The research finding from a

review of this table woulo be that

SJudgmental

codings of critical factors associate strongly
with judgmental codiugs of combat effectiveness.

Two further points about Table 1 merit attention.

First,

the percentage

of variance explained clearly totals well over 100 percent for the set
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J
of vartable4.
are

This reflects the fact that the independent variables

it~terrelated at sLgnificant

levels.

As a result,

it

in possible to

find the saime change in the dependent variable associated with changes
in more than one independent variable.

To take a simple example,

if

an individual loses his job and gets a
divorce on the same day and then goes on a drunken binge that night,

J
we

may argue that he is drinking because of the loss of his job, the divorce,
or some combination (f .or interaction between the two.

There is

no log-

j

ical or statistical way to sort out the effect of these elements without
more informaiaion (for example,

he has lost nine jobs before this and has

never before Laken a drink in his life) or a theoretical framework (money
is

less ;.mportint than a happy family life) that orders the data for us.

When this probl.em of intercorrelated independent variables occurs,

it

is

called "multicolinearity."

A
The highest bivariate correlation with combat effectiveness is
mentacion of the principles of war."

Because this is

"imple-

a composite vari-

able (includes several different ideas) Table 2 was examined to explore
its relationships with other judguient.lly derived criti:al
relatively high corrclations with the entire set indicate
of the multicolinearity problem.

facto.s.

The

the strength

The 0.82 currelation with "maneuver

during actiorn" and 0.7b with "preparatory air inte,.iction" indicate that
elimination of the ,'azinble from the set would not help to clarify the
relationship betwcen other variables and cottbat effectiveii'ss.
absence of the viriab!e "implementation

In the

j

of the principles of war," either

or both of these two strong correlates would "explain" most of zhe vailance attributable to it,

leaving little

residual variance for the other

variables to influence.

Factor Analysis

The objective of the analysis was,
how combat effectiveness is

therefore,

shifted to understanding

related to the set of critical

6-7

factors.

,A
A

TABLE 2
livariate Correlations ef "Implementation of
Principlas of War" With Other Judgmental Critical Factors
Critical Factor

Correlation

Quality of Information

.56

Quality of Plan

.67

Logistics Support

.37

Awareness of Enemy
Capabilities

.49

Maneuver During Action

.82

Artillery Support

.38

Niaval Gunfire

.54

Preparatory Air Interdictiou

.76

Close Air Support

.37

Armor Support

.42

Linkages to External
Units or Commands

.50

Communications

.45
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A factor analysis was performed to determine this set of relationships.
This analysis wis identical in every respect to the one reported on the
critical factors data in Chapter 5,

except that the 10-point combat

effectiveness measure was included in the data set.
4

The goa). of this analysis
(or dimensionality)

in

is

to see (a) how the structure of the factors

the data set changes and (b)

to see which sets of

variables associaLe with the dependent variable by loading on the same
factors with it.

This uses the multicolinearity of the critical factors

data ti; create dimensions,

then allows the researcher

ingful patterns in the data.

to identify mean-

It also permits subsequent data reduction

(the elimination of variables) by identifying marker variables representing sets of variables.
--

These marker variables then take on new meaning

1

they represent not only the data selected on the variable but also

the concept or idea captured '-y the factor (or dimension)

that they nark.

a

.1
The results of this factor analysis are shown in Table 3.

Comparison of

the factor structure (loadings and communalities) with that in Table 4,
Chapter 5,

shows that the structures are almost identical.

(This is

no means surprising since all of the original data are repeated,
the new effectiveness values are potential sources of change.)
are two real differences.

by

and only
There

First, naval gunfire loads more strongly now

on Factor III than on Factor II,

and a fairly large drop is

shown in the

loading of naval gunfire on Factor 41. This helps to clarify the interwhich can be labeled "supporting fires" witn
pretation of Factor Ill,
greacer confidence.

The second shift is

in the variable "quality of plan."

Factcr It drops even more dramatically and,

in

Its loading on

the final analysis,

is

closely associated with Factor I.

This raises the possibility that Fac-

tor II may be somewhat mislabeled.

Perhaps the term "planning and corm-

mand functions" would be more accurate than "planning

funcrir-s" since

the f.eadings for two variables previously seen as supporting the planning
interpretation --

quality of plan and naval gunfire

the factor when combat effectiveness is
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ExaminaLion of the factor loadings and communality of the combat effectiveness measure is also revealing.

First, the communality is quite

high -- over one-half of the variance 4.n combat effectiveness is asso-iated with this solution of the factor analysis.
have the expected signs (good performance,
with high critical factors scores).

Second, the loading3

a low ranking, is associated

Finally, Factor II (planning and

command functions) has a strong association with combat effectiveness,
Factor Ill (supporting fires) a moderate one, and Factor I (coordination functions) a weak but correct direction association.

The findings

based on the analyses would read
Combat effectiveness is associated quite strongly with
the effective execution of command and planning functions, moderately strong with the availability and use
of supporting fires, and somewhat with coordination
functions,
In addition, the stronger loading mn Factors II and III indicates that the
actions of a unit after the inception of combat are the vital elements.
The adaptability of the unit -- ability to react to the environment in
which it

is operating -- appears to be the central predictor of effective

performance.
Regression Analyses
To develop an algorithm by which successful unit performance might be
estimated, regression analyses were performed using the 10-point combat
effectiveness scale as the dependent variable and different combinations
of the judgmental critical factors as the independent (or predictor)
variables.

As with the other analyses discussed in this volume,

actually reported are only a fraction of those carried out.

those

The number

of permutations and combinaticns by which the 13 critical factors variables might be used to project combat effectiveness is very large.
Selected results are presented and discussed.
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"The regression shown in Table 4 was performed early in the analytical
phase.

It

statistical

uses six independent variables,

two representing each of the

factors found to be inherent

in the critical factors data set.

The purpose of the analysis was to see whether combinations of these
marker variables would produce a "good"

[

regression equation that would

allow combat effectiveness to be projected from a small number of variables.
.

on (a)

The use of 6 variables,

rather titan the full set of 13,

knowledge that the multicolinearity problem in

the critical. fac-

tors data would render a 13-variable equation meaningless,
clear pattern of dimensionality reflected in

was based

and (b)

the fsctor analysis,

the
indi-

cating that marker variables would represent the overall data set very
well.

In addition, parsimony,

one of the basic rules of data analysis,

always drives researchers to seek the simplest available explanation.

Several pieces of information are needed to evaluate a regression equation.

The ideal equation has a high "multiple R," which reflects the

extent to which the variance in
the independent variables,

the dependent variable is

"explained"

and consequently a high (a;;.,roaching

percentage of variance explained (adjusted multiple RI).

It

by

1.00)

has a rela-

tively small standard error and a large F statistic.

The key to evaluating a regression equation,

however,

lies in

the rela-

tionships between each individual independent variable and the dependent
variable.

These are summarized by B, the standard error of 13,

aud beta.

B represents the slope of the regression line selected to represent the
relationship between the dependent and independent variables.
B means that the leverage of the independent variabl? is
change in the independent variable is
the dependent

-,ariable.

titan B itself, it

is

If

great --

a small

associated with a large change in

The standard error of B is

fidenc: arou. A, the est:.matc of B.

A large

the boundary of con-

the standard error of B is

possible that B is

estimated in

larger

the wrong direction,

or does not differ significantly from 0 (has no leverage at all).
recers to a normalized B.

I

Beta

Because different variables have different
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TABLZ 4
Regression Analysis Using Marker Variables
from Judgmental Critical Factors
to Project Judgmental Combat Effectiveness
Short Title
Quality of Information
Awareness of Enemy

Associated
Factor

B

Standard
Error of B

Beta

Bivariate
Correlation

I

0.001

0.29

0.001

-. 39

I

0.508

0.36

0.241

-. 25

Quality of Plan

1I

0.057

0.26

0.042

-. 47

Implementation of the
Principles of War

II

0.34

-1.049

--. 85

Armor Support

I1I

0.316

0.25

0.240

-. 42

Communications

I1

-0.410

0.25

-0.240

-. 51

Capabilities

-1.958

The dependent variable is overall combat effectiveness in comparison with
10 typical en~agements.
Multiple R = 0.90
Adjusted Multil'- R2 (approximate percentage of variance explained)
Standard Error - 1.05
F Statistic

10.5

6-13

= 0.73

scales,

B is

not directly comparable across variables.

pendent variables are "normalized"
age can be compared.
sion analysis.

Hence,

When all inde-

or placed on equivalent

beta is

scales,

lever-

the weighting function of a regres-

Strong betas are a sign of a "good"

regression.

Applying these criteria to the analyses reported in Table 4,

"the regression analysis is not "good."

we see that

It.does have a high multiple R

2

and adjusted multiple R , a relatively small standard error, and reasonably good F statistic.

However,

only two of the B's are in

the expecred

direction ("implementation of the principles of war" and "communications").
All should be negative,
in

but the multicolinearity problzm cauises shifting

the n dimensional space of the solution and alters the signs.

over,

Hore-

both "quality of information" Pad "quality of plan" have standard

errors of B large enough to imply that their slopes may not be significantly different from zero.

Statistically Best Regression

When analyses are performed to generate a statistically sound equation
using regression,

the three best variables turn out to be "implementa-

tion of the principles of war," "communication,"
mation."

and "quality of infor-

The results of this regression are shown in Table 5.

the multiple R is

Note that

nearly as high as with the six-variable equation,
2

the adjusted multiple R

is

higher (0.78).

ginally smaller, while the F statistic is

The standard error is
much larger.

and

mar-

These improve-

ments are all related to reducing the number of variables and the level
of multicolinearity among the independent variables.

The coefficients for individual variables are also better.
three variables have the correct signs on their B's.

K

ity problem is

!bottom

still

Two of the

The multicolinear-

present however (note the correlation matrix at the

of the table) and results in a positive B and beta for "quality
of information."

All standard errors of B are smaller than their B's.
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TABLZ 5
Statistically Strongest Regression of Judgmental
Critical Factors Projecting Judgmental Combat Effectiveness
Short Title

Associated
Factor

Implementation of the
Principles of War
Comm"Inicatiors
of'
•(i)

Quality of information

B

Standard
Error of B

Planning and
Command (11)

-1.63

0.23

-0.87

-.85

Supporting
Fires (ii1)

-0.38

0.19

-0.23

51

CoorditiatiLn

+0.28

0.16

+0.22

-. 39

Bivariate
Corre.tion

Beta

The dependent variable is overall combat effectiverness in comparison with
10 typical
engagements.
Multiple R

0.83

U

Adjusted Multiple R2 (approximate percentage of variance explained)
Standard Error ,

F Statistic

-

0.78

1.02

21.6

Pearson product moment correlations between independent variables
Implementation of
the Principles of W•r
Implementation of the

Communication

Quality of
Information

1.00

Principles of War
Communication

0.45

1.00

Quality of Information

0.57

0.50

1.00
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Substantivxly, the equation is easier to interprzt if the concepts develThe "planining and command"
oped in rhe fEqctoe a~nalysis are reinembeted.
fac'tor dominates the ai:a-lysis both because of its nigh bivariate correlation With Lhe dependlent variable and becausc of its strong beta
coefficient.

'"Supporti.rNZ fires" maintain,; a clear relationshiJp to fcombat

On u
effedtiveness, hut has considcrably loss intltV~nZe (smaller bet.1).
"coordination" factor remains the weakest of theo three, playing only a
marginal role in.the ".explanation" and having the wrong sign on its B.
Theoretically''Most Interesting Regression

In aralyzing a data set,, it is oft~en useful to utilize a technique known
Under this procedure the regressionV
problem is solved in A series of steps, with one independent variable at
as 'stepwise" multiple regression.

sitime entering the eqluation. This approach allows the researcher to
understand two types of "interactive" effects. Fi~rst, it -Ls possible
that two variables, acting together, can explain a dependent variable
much better than either of them alone. Stepwise analyses will detect
Second, each variable that is entered in a regression equation is
viewed as "explaining" some portion of the variance in the dependent varthis.

iaible.

Once explained, thrt same portion of variance is generally not

available to be exp~lained ag-.dn.

Hence, a variable with a relatively

low bivariate corre.1atiou, withn the depeadent variable may, if there is
multicolinearity among those independent variables with higher bivariate
relationships, add more to the explanation of variance than any of their..
This phenomenon shows up in Table 6, which repoirts a stepwise regression
in which the criterion for entering tne equation was increase in "adjusted
multiple R2 .

The first variable to enter is always that with the highest

bivariate relationship to the dependent variable

--

in thi~s case the

"implementation of principles of war." The second variable, "awareness
of enemy capabilities," was a surprise. Although it had the lowest bivariate correlation in the critical factors data set, it proved to be the
variable with the greatest idditional contriLbution.

Gratifyingly, a rep-

resentative variable from the third factor, "omnctns"entered
6-16

next.

TABLE 6
Theoretically Most Interesting Regressioi
of Judgmental Critical Factors
Projecting Judgmental Combat Effectiveness
Associated
Factor

Short Title

B

Standard
Error of B

Bivariate
Correlation

Beta

Implementation of the
Principles of War

Planning and
Command (II)

-1.65

0.26

-0.88

-. 85

Awareness of Enemy
Capabilities

Coordination
(I)

0.30

0.18

0.21

-. 25

Communications

Supporting
Fires (III)

-0.27

0.20

-0.16

-. 51

The dependent variable is overall combat effectiveness in comparison with 10 typical
engagements.
multiple R-

0.88

Adjusted Multiple R2 (approximate
Standard Error

percentage of variance explained)

-

0.75

1.02

F Statistic - 21.5
Pearson product moment correlations between independent variables
Inmplementation of
the Principles of War
Implementation of the
Principles of war

Awareness of
Enemy Canability

Communications

1.00

Awareness of Enemy
Capabilities

.22

1.00

Communications

.45

.49
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The substantive interpretation of this finding is that the coordination
function is a vital one in projecting combat effectiveness.

Hence, while

statistically never particularly powerful, this dimension cannot be
ignored.AI
The evaluation of this regression analysis (Table 6) is very similar to

F-A

the previous one.

Multiple R, adjusted multiple R , and standard error

are comparable, although F statistic is slightly lower.

There is some-

what less multicolinearity present, but only two of the B's have theA
expected signs. The standard errors of the B's are acceptable. TheA
three factors bear about the same relationships as measured by the beta
coefficients.

Conclusions Based on Associations Between Critical Factors Codinjgs and
Combat Effectiveness
The findings based on these analyses can be stated at two different
levels.

At the highest levels of abstraction, they suggest that "move,

shoot, and communicate" is not a bad mandate for infantry units in the
U.S. Marine Corps.

Indeed, there would be grounds for real concern if,

at these higher levels of abstraction, the research did not produce findings consistent with the previous experience of senior officers and the
general theories of offensive action that have been developed in the past.
There are, however, some distinctive findings at even higher levels of
abstraction:
*Supporting fires, when they are involved in an action,
are likely to be extremely important, but they are
associated strongly with only one element of the infantry battalion's own activities -- communications.
*Planning, command, and coordination are very tightly
intertwined.
The unit that cannot carry out these
activities simultaneously will almost certainly fail.
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Planning and command during an engagement dominate the4
associations with combat effectiveness. Supporting1
fires and coordination are each perhaps one-quarter
as important as this set of functions.
*Coordination functions are an important element in
determining combat effectiveness, but neither theoretically nor statistically do they become significantA
unless there is high-quality planning and command.

Dropping down one level of abstraction, it is also possible to draw conclusions at the level of the 13 individual variables drawn from the critical factors data set.

Table 7 shows a breakdown of these variables and

approximate weight ings or relative priorities among them based oil the
percentage of variance that each variable explains in combat effectiveness.

Many of these findings are important.
*The single most imnportant variable, "implementation
of the principles of war," is a composite referring
to actions that the unit executes on the battlefield
after an engagerient begins. Being prepared to execute and rec
svtl
eeagain, adaptive behavior
appears to be central.
9

The single most important function for unit success
is maneuver during the action.
*Nonorganic supporting fires -- preparatory air, naval
gunfire, and close air support -- are absolutely vital
when they are involved in an action. Units must be4
trained to use them effectively if they are to achieve
combat effectiveness.J

*

~

I

Communications are the second most important specific
function that an infantry battalion must perform well
to operate effectively in combat. Units that cointntir.i.cate well also have a good record in use of supporting
fires, although specific linkages to external units or

commands do not show up as critical in therabclves.
Based on the relative size of beta coefficients in the regression
analyses carried out using marker variables fromt the three major factors.

)
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TABLE 7
Approximate Importance of Judgmental
Critical Factors in Decermining Combat Effectiveness
Variables Important in Most Engagements
Short Title

'

Associated
Factor

Appro-:imate
W.ighta

Implementation of the
Principles of War

II

7

Maneuver During Action

II

4

Communications

111

3

Quality of Plan

1

2

Armor Support

111

2

Quality of Information

I

2

Crucial Variables That Are Coded Less Than One-Half the Time
Short Title

Associated
Factor

Approximate
Weighta

Preparatory Air Interdiction

II

5

Close Air Support

111

4

Naval Gunfire

II1

3

Variables Coded as Important,
Effectiveness
Short Title

But Not Strongly Associated With Combat
Associated
Factor

Approximate
Weighta

Linkages to External
Units or Commands

I

Logistics Support

I

1

Artillery Support

I

1

Awareness of Enemy
Capabilities

I

0.5

Based on bivariate (Pearson product moment)

correlations with judgmen-

tal combat effectiveness in comparison with 10 typical engagements.
1-10: Percent of variance explained.
6-20
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quality
of planning and quality of information are
important contributions to combat effectiveness.
They
-are perhaps four times a- impirtant as dwarenesu of
enemy capabilities.
Thiii probaly means (a) that there
are not a large number of cases in the data set in
which awareness of enemy capabilities was poor, and (b)
that the information and pL,•nning functions depend on
knowledge of the entire situation -- terrain, weather,
enemy, disposition cf own forces, and so forth -rather than on knowledge of the enemy situation.
Effective use of armor support is an important contrib-.
utor in slightly over one-nalf of the cases analyzed.
Emphasis on armor cupport in training would be an important element in preparing infantry battalions for combat,
There is evidence that logistics support and artillery
support have a positive impact on combat effectiveness,
but ther_ is little evidence that they have been frequent determinants of combat outcomes.
COMPARING HISTORICAL OR "OBJECTIVE"

DATA WITH COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS

Introduction
Data were -zollactpd on a large number of historical or "objective" variables.

Th.e logie was that there were two classes of variables that were

better collected by the CACI research team than by officer participants
una.lbiguous data such as numbers of p.rsonnel, amouits of ammunition,
arnd so forth, and judgmental variables, which could only be coded by
-.

personnel wi-o had read detailed information on tne engagements,

rather

than tive relaLivelv brief narrative descriptions used by the officer participants.
These variables are examined to determine whether and how they suggest
explanations for combat effectiveness that vary from the judgmentally
derived critical factors data.
Analysis focuses on the set of 23 variables listed in Table 8.

These were selected because they met the sta-

tistical criteria of the study

--

data available on at least 10 of the
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TABLE 8
kiiSLvhrcaL or "Objective" Variables

Selected for Analysis
States of Preparation
U.S. Unit Composition and Experience

A

Completion of Training Cycle
Regimental-Level Training
Division-Level Training
Rehearsal Prior to Engagement
Surprise by the United States
Levels of Resistance

:A

Enemy Unit Composition and Experience
Intensity of Infantry Resistance
Intensity of Artillery Fire
Intensity of Mortar Fire
Presence of Enemy Armor
Surprise by Enemy
Preparation Level of Enemy Positions
Supporting Fires
Preparatory Artillery Fire
Preparatory Air Strikes
Artillery Support During Fa&gagement
Air Support During Engagement
Artillevy Ammunition Supply
Mortar Ammunition Supply
Other Variables
Supply/Delivery Problems
Internal Contact
Evacuation
Ammunition Expenditure

j
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22 engagements and sufficient variance across the 22 cases that some statistical. inference was at least theoretically possible.

Some variables

at least theoretically possible.

Some variables were also removed because
Lack of variance proved to be a major problem for a num-

of redundancy.

ber of variabies in the operating environment,

while data availability

was a problem with personnel type variables.
Analytic Technique
A variety of analytic approaches were tried with thia
the otviert.

data set,

as with

The major problem was lack of a large nuaber of cases.

The

"law of large numbers," which underlies most of the commonly used inferential statistics, operates well above 30 cases, marginally down to 15.
The small number of negative combat outcomes was also a problem.
The technique selected wis to construct contingency tables based on the
association between the historical variables and "sp-isfactory" levels
of combat effectiveness.
"Satisfactory" was define,
:erms of a ranking of lower than 2.5 on the 10-point combat effective..*s scale (see
Chapter 4, Table 5).
for the data set.

This provides 11 positive outcomes and 11 negatives
Comparison of the distribution of cases across the

set of historical variables agai;it this expected 50 percent probability
of success was viewed as indicative of the importance of the variable.
To help avoid subtle errors of interpretation and to clarify the relationships, a form of "extreme case analysis" was also adopted.

There

were six cases on which no combat effectiveness question was coded as
unsatisfactory.

There were three cases on which no codings of satisfac-

tory performance were encountered.

Taken together, these nine cases form

the "best" and "worst" of the levels of performance.

Variables that are

powerful predictors of combat effectiveness should show a strong ability
to discriminate between these two groups.
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Performnnce Given jAýn

lLevplc of Prep1 rafion

Table 9 reports the first set of analyses -tion of a U.S.
situations.

those comparing prepara-

Marine Corps battalion with its performance in combat

This variable cluster was chosen because of the need to

identify correlstes or predictors of combat effectiveness before the
commitment of units to action.

The first variable considered is
Marine Corps unit.
mixed (composed

the composition and experience of the

Three codes were possible --

partly of regulars and/or veterans,

replacements or reserves).

regulars, or

but heavily of

The probability of successful performance

appears to have some tendency to go in
prediction --

veterans,

the opposite direction from the

mixed units performing better than regulars or veterans.

The extreme case analysis is

not inconsistent with this interpretation.

A reasonable research finding would be that

9

Historically, USHC battalions composed of relatively
more replacements and reservists have performed
above average in combat situations.

Two factors may interact to produce this finding.

On the one hand,

vete-

ran or regular units may grow stale or cautious as they build up experience.

This explanation will be directly examined in

phase when unit performance is

analyzed over time.

the next research

On the other hand,

this finding clearly indicates that the level of training and preparation,
which the Marine Corps has been able to provide to individual replacements,

has been of high quality,

so that units receiving "fillers" are

able to perform quite effectively.

The second variable covered is
is

the unit training cycle.

Here emphasis

placed on a battalion's ability to carry out the full set of pre-

scribed training requirements,

which vary from one combat era to another.

These units are concentrated on those having only limited unit training
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or that executed their unit training on an accelerated schedule.
finding is

*

again weak,

but supported by the extreme case analysis.

Units that have completed their full cycle cf training
seem to perform better than those trained on an accelerated basis.

The next two variables,

regimental-

relatively strong findings in
levels is

The

and division-level training, show

an unexpected direction.

associated negatively with combat performance.

Training at these
Indeed,

six of

the eight units that were rated satisfactory on every effectiveness question had not been trained at this level.
e

Division and regimental

training is

negatively asso-

ciated-with cuccessful combat performance, perhaps
reflecting either overtraining of units or a failure
to concentrate on the basics within the unit.
Since over 40 percent of the cases examined are taken. from World War II,
when much division and regimental training deals with the physical problems
of amphibious landings,

It

this finding ifiay be somewhat suspect.

must also be remembered

that the operations utilized as cases in

these analyses were chosen in

part because the battalions were operating

independently enough to identify the relevant historical materials.
nature of these operations mnay be such that higher-level
associated with success.

The

training is not

These observations do not explain,

iiowever,

why

rehearsals are not associated with better outcomes.

•

Finally,

Rehearsals are not associated with above average performance by infantry battalions.
the Marine Corps battalions did perform better when they were

able to stage a surprise.

The large number of surprises is,

of course,

indicativý. of the selection of offensive operations for analysis.
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*

Surprise does tend to increase the Frobability of combat effectiveness.

Generally speaking, then, mixed units that have completed full unit training cycles and achieved some surprise on the field of action are most
likely to perform effectively.
regimental-level training,

At a minimum,

division-level training,

assist a battalion in performing effectively,
factors if

the small data set reviewed here is

Combat Effectiveness in

there is

no evidence that

or rehearsals will

and these may be negative
typical of all engagements.

the Face of Different Levels of Resistance

The second cluster of historical variables to be examined deals with the
enemy forces encountered (Table
Corps battalions'

needs is

10).

One way of assessing U.S.

to see how they have performed in

Marine

the face of

different types of adversity.

The first variable,
enemy forces,

is

performance given the composition and experience of

a classic example of a "validating" finding.

the research reproduces something knowa,
placed in

*

therefore greater faith can be

its other findings.

U.S. Marine Corps infantry battalions are most effec-7
tive against mixed and irregular enemy forces and somewhat less effective against veteran and regular units.

When compared with level of infantry resistance,
great strength -dency to succeed.

infantry battalions show

the greater the enemy resistance,
ilowever,

heavy enemy artillery,

and/or armored support,

This is

given

Marine Corps units

not surprising since the historical

Mission of these battalions, and their composition,
is

the higher the ten-

the next three variables show that,

mortar,

perform less effectively.

It

That is,

however important.
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is

light infantry.

TABLE 10
Likelihood of. Satisfactory Performance
by USH4C Battalions Facing Various Lcvels of Resistance
All Coded Cases

Variable

Enemy Composition

States of
Resistance

Probability of
Satisfactory
Performance

Extreme Cases

n

Probability of
Satisfactory
Performance

n

Veterans

and Experience
*

Regulars

4

Kixed

5

3
•
>

Irregulars
Intensity of Infantry Resistance

Intensity of
Artillery Fire

Intensity of
Mortar Fire

Presence of
Enemy Armor

Surprise by
Enemy

Enemy Positions

400

High

67

6

67

6

Low

33

15

67

3

High

44

9

33

3

Low or Absent

50

12

80

5

High

46

11

50

4

Low or Absent

55

11

80

5

Present

40

5

50

2

Absent

53

17

71

7

Present

42

12

71

7

Absent

56

9

50

2

Prepared

so

18

63

8

Hasty

33

3

--

0

6
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*

Marine Corps infantry battalions tend to succeed when
This may also imply
enemy infantry resistance is high.
.that the enemy is failing to maneuver and allowing
Marine Corps fire and maneuver to destroy them.

*

Intense enemy artillery, intense enemy mortar fire, and
the presence of enemy armor tend to reduce the effectiveness of Marine Corps infantry battalions.

A high priority must be given to preparing units to deal with the taore
Another interesting pair of

lethal weapons possessed by enemy forces.
findings is

that neither surprise by the enemy nor prepared positions

appear to offer any major advantage against Marine Corp infantry units.

.•

Vt'

Marine Corps infantry battalions handle both prepared
These
positions and tactical surprise situations well.
factors do not show a tendency to alter combat outcomes.

Combat Effectiveness Given Varying Levels of Supporting Fires

support-

Table 11 reports data relevant to the third cluster of variables,
ing fires.

This is

particularly important because it

focuses directly

orfone of the sets of ideas (statistical clusters or "factors")
important in

found

the critical factors data set.

Six variables are available.

Preparatory artillery fire and preparatory

air deal with supporting fires before an engagement.

Artillery and air

support during an engagement are assessed separately and in

conjunction

with the relative availability of artillery and mortar ammunition.

Preparatory

artillery fire shows a clear,

"wrong way" association.

probabiiity of satisfactory combat performance is
tions where little
in

"j

clearly higher in situa-

or no artillery preparation occurs.

This is

the 19 cases of coding and the 8 relevant extreme cases.

ing, one of the clearest

in the data set,
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The

true both

This find-

probably r.eflects the fact

that

TABLE

1I

Likelihood of Satisfactory Performance
by USHC Battalions Given Varying Supporting Fire3
Extrene Cases

All Coded Cases

Variable
Preparatory
Artillery Fire

Preparatory Air
Strikes

Artillery Support
During Engagement

Air Support During
an Engagement

Artillery
Ammunition

Mortar
Ammunition

Levels
of Support

Probability of
Satisfactory
Performance

n

Probabdlity of
Satisfacr.ry
Perfor .. qe

n

Moderate/heavy

40

10

33

3

None/light

67

9

80

5

Heavy

33,

Light/moderate

754

Not made

55

11

60

5

Heavy

50

8

50

4

Moderate

63

8

75

4

Used

53

15

75

8

Not used

40

5

0

1

Sufficient

50

4

67

3

Marginal

57

7

50

2

Sufficient

54

13

75

8

Marginal

80

5
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--

moderate and heavy artillery preparations are usually carried out in
anticipation of difficult combat.
preparations do not,

It

by themselves,

is

clear, however,

that arti.llery

create a favorable combat situation.

Preparatory artillery i.s used heavily in difficult situations, but does not, in itself, project improved combat effectiveness.

*

Preparatory air does show some impact on level of combat effectiveness.
There is

a small,

predicted direction tendency for satisfactory perfor-

mance to be more likely when some preparatory air is

used.

Light and

moderate use of preparatory ai.r does show association with higher probability of success.

Heavy use of air,

of success than either moderate,
Here,

again,

however,

has a lower probability

light, or no air preparation at all.

it appears that the heavy use of support in

I

the preparation

phase i.s confined to those cases where difficult combat i.s expected.
When used,

heavy ai.r preparations do not,

in

themselves,

create higher

probability of satisfactory performance.

Heavy preparatory air is used in difficult situations,
but does not,

~t ivenes s.

•

in

itself, project improved combat effec-

o

The presence of air preparations does have a small
tendency to increase the probability of satisfactory
per formance.

-

Selective use of preparatory air in moderate amounts has
a tendency to produce increased combat effectiveness.

Analysis of the impact oi artillery support during air engagements is
complicated by the absence of cases in which little
employed by the United States.
distribution.

Hence,

or no artillery was

analysis focuses on a truncated

The heavy use of artillery is

associated with difficult

combat situations -- cases where the probability of successful perform9""",.

ance is

somewhat

lower than normal.

As with preparatory air,

artillery support during an engagement
success than heavy support.
6-31

I.,

is

moderate

associated with somewh~at more

-

F

*Artillery

support during an engagement is most intense in

difficult situations, but does not, i~n itself lead to

4

improved combat effectiveness.
T1his finding, coupled with the earlier ones on preparatory artillery,
effectiveni~ss of enemy artillery fire, and the findings on crucial factorsI
that artillery was weighted less than other forms of support sugges't
another finding.

KA
*

The employment of artillery is an area where considerable]
room for improvement in doctrine and execution may exist.A

Air support during an engagement maintains its strong positive relationship to combat effectiveness. In the world of light infantry, close ai~r

A

support is capable of dominating the battlefield and clearly has done so
in the engagements coded here.

0

During an engagement close air support i~s the most effective type of fire support available to Marine Corps infantry
battalions.

Ammunition supplies for supporting arms were also examined.

The two-

edged sward of intensity of combat and need for fire as a predictor of
both marginal supply and low combat effectiveness (higher probability
of not accomplishing a mission) is clearly present.

Taken i~n conjunc-

tion with the findings about logistics in the critical factors data, i.t
tha

suggess

*Supply systems are not generally capable of winning an
engagement, but sufficient performance in this area i~s
necessary to avoid negative outcomes.
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4

Other Historical Factors
Three other historical variables produced sufficient variance to warrant
examination (see Table 12).
was one.

Overall presence/absence of supply problems

No strong relati~onshi~p is revealed, supporting the argumant that

adequate supply may be necessary, but is unlikely to be a sufficient
cause of combat success or failure.

The loss of contact among the components of a battalion (companies or
platoons) has a clear relationshi~p with mission accomplishment.

This

is consistent with the coordination function identified in the critical
factors data.

.F

e

Maintenance of internal contact is essential in achieving successful performance.

Finally, ammunition expenditure has a negative association with posi.-

tive outcomes.

Again, difficult combat tends to consume ammunition,I

and light combat tends not to do so.
Conclusions Based on Historical Data
The historical data viewed i~n isolation provide fewer insights than
the critical factors data.

There are, however, som-e new findi-igs.

It

is important to remember that these findings are based on a comparative
standard of combat effectiveness, rather than the absolute one used with
the critical factors data.

That is, the best cases of performance are

being compared with the worst, while "adequate" performance is not mecasured by the scale.
*Completion of a full cycle of unit training before
commitment to a combat environment increases the
probability of effective performance.
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*

Air support during an engagement increases the probability of effective combat performance of ir.fantry
offensive missions.

9

Loss of internal contact among the components of an
infantry battalion decreases the probability of satisfactory combat performance.

* U.S. Marine Corps infantry battalions have, in the
cases studied here, performed less effectively when
facing intense enemy artillery, intense enemy mortar fire, and enemy armor than when those factors
were absent.
*

Inteuse enemy infantry resistance has led to increased
combat effectiveness by U.S. Marine Corps infantry
battalions, perhaps by fixing the enemy in position.

6 Marine Corps infantry battalions have performed more
effectively against mixed and irregular enemy forces
than against veterans and regulars.
e

I

With the element of surprise on their side, U.S. Marine
Corps battalions have had an increased probability of
success, while they have generally been able to neutralize enemy tactical surprise situations.

U.S. M.Iarine Corps battalions composed of a mixture of
regulars and veterans with replacements and reservists

have performed as well as or better than regular and

"

veteran units without reservists or replacements.
e

Neither regimental-level training, division-.evel
trai.ning, nor rehearsals for the specific engagements
show a positive association with effective combat performance. The data suggest that they may detract fron
probability of satisfactory performance, perhaps by
distracting the unit from more fundamental training.

*

Prepared enemy positions have not caused lower probabilities of infantry performance.
Like the intensity
of infantry fighting, they may fix the enemy in a position where it can be destroyed by fire and maneuver.

a Artillery support during an engagement does not increase
the probability of successful performance by a unit.
Support is most intense during difficult combat.
There
appears to be room for improvement in doctrine and
employment of artillery.
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I

*Artillery preparations are negatively associated with
effective performance. This may reflect the fact that
difficult offensive missions are often preceded by heaivy
preparatory fires. However, these fires are not effective
enough to bring up the probability of success to an equal
level with other engagements.

Moderaute and light air preparations are likely toI
increase the probability of satisfactory effectiveness
over those of engagements where no preparatory air is
involved. However, heavy air preparations, associated
by definition with difficult ~combat, do not in themselves increase the chances of successful combat.
e Ammunition expenditure, artillery amaunition availability, and wortar ammunition availability are not found
to be either important aids or hindrances to effective
combat performance, although consumption is higher during
intense combat.
*Supply and delivery of supplies are not found to be either
a majar problem or a major determinant of combat effectiveness.
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EVALUATING MARINE CORPS INFANTRY BATTALIONS ENGAGED IN
EXERC ISES

CHAPTER 7.

INTRODUCTION

One objective of this research effort was to permit evaluation of a U.S.
Marine Corps infantry battalion's potential for effective combat performance before it
ments.

is

deployed into hostile or potetrzially hostile environ-

This can involve a variety of criteria --

supplied,

training to be emphasized,

unit composition,

of the best evaluation opportunities is,
In exercise situations units must "put it
and communicate.

Hence,

types of weapons to be

of course,

and so forth.

One

A

the field exercise.

all together" --

move,

shoot,

performance evaluations of exercises have been

a major part of estimating unit preparedness

for many, many years.
A

This chapter focuses on the question of how to use exercises and exercise
generated data to evaluate a unit,

the Marine Corps infantry battalion,

to project its level of performance (mission accomplishment)
environatent.

in a hostile

The discussion is

divided into several sections.
First, a
philosophy or approach to the execution of exercises is elaborated and
reviewed.

Second,

existing systems of evaluation,

oped by specific Marine divisions,
newer systems.

are discussed,

including those develwith emphasis on the

A third section suggests a logic for evaluation structure,

based on ideas fron the area of experinmental design.
data to be utiliz-ed in evaluations.

Finally,

The fourth discusses

the need and opportunity for

establishing a systematic data base relating to exercises are reviewcd.

PHILOSOPHY OF TIIE APPROACH

Formally sp.paking,

there are two approaches

of a unit in the U.S.

1.

"Readiness

Armed Forces:

indices" reported by each unit,
7-1

j___-

to evaluating the readiness

and

2.

Fxercises carried out either as part of
cycles or prior to deployment.

training

The system currently used to estimate thle status of military forces
focuses on unit readiness.
Readiness is indicated by a number of unit
"attributes" that are measured either objectively or subjectively.
Hence,

completion of required training hours,

items of eq.ipment,

condition of equipment,

availability of crucial

estimates of unit morale,

and a myriad of other tangible and intangible variables are considered
in estimating a unit's level of readiness.
lias a number of disadvantages.

Unfortunately,

this system

For example,

*

Some of the measures are sterile and viewed as
meaningless by many commanders.

*

The intangible variables are estimated subjectively
and wide disa3greements can occur among qualified
commanders.

*

The system lacks historical validation.

9

The relationship among the components of "readiness"
is unclear, so a commander is given relatively little
guidance as to priorities in upgrading unit capabilities.
The system is relatively insensitive to improvement
when a unit is deemed "ready," no upgrading is
possible, regardless of new equipment or training.

--

Two criticisr.,s of the system are particularly important.
readiness systm is

a "report card"

to a number of careers.
that is

the

not only on the xnit commander but

on every officer in the chain of command.

To report a unit "not ready,"

Level of readiness,

or not up to its assigned

First,

is

potentially damaging

Thie system generates strong downward pressure

intended to reinforce the desires of unit commanders to perform

well and produce combat-ready organizations.

It can, however,

lead to

dysfunctional results since there is considerable incentive to report
marginal areas as "ready."

Second,

there is a need for broad coverage
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of areas,

thus excluding concentration on key areas.

This type of struc-

ture will often slow the development of a unit by forcing "ticket punching."

By contrast,

exercises of various sorts (tactical tests,

training tests,

and so forth) force units to perform against specifin missions and provide opportunities

for identifying key areas where additional training,

planning, or types of equipment are needed.

Almost by definition they

avoid some of the problcms with the readiness system.

4
9

The exercise is dynamic and designed to test the capacity of the unit in the field.
Hence, it has great potential to involve and motivate unit personnel.

*

The intangible factors can be seen in context, especially the way they influence the unit's capability to
accomplish its mission.

*

Specific problem areas can be identified, and their
impact on overall unit performance can be seen by the
unit.
hience, priorities can be established for corrective actions.

I

There are always areas where improvements can be made,
and even a good unit can identify areas for future
emp has is.

J-4

The exercises do,

however,

unit commanders.

Downward pressure for excellent performance exists,

share the problem of being a "report card" for
and

poor performance by a unit impacts negatively on the uputation ot higher

J

commands.

I
Exercises differ from the readiness system,

however,

learning experiences as well as opportunities

in

that they are

for evaluation.

These two

factors interact to produce a general understanding that detailed
ings 2bout exercises will not be reported up the chain of command.

findFeed-

back at the unit level from umpires and exercise control personnel is
frank (and often blunt),
cise is

stressed in

but the unit's ability to learn from the exer-

formal reports.
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4

There is

an opportunity imbedded in

eut way of evaluating units.

this system for developing a differ-

The following discussion is

n desire to use that opportunity.

Basically the argument

predicated on
is

as follows:

*

Exercises are opportunities for both learning and
evaluatinr3.

e

The CACI, Inc.-Federal research reported in this volume indicates that the "adaptive behavior" of a U.S.
'Marine Corps infantry battalion is the most important
component of combat effectiveness.

0

Learning i• a form of adaptive behavior.

*

CACI res archers found that it

is

possible to project

combat ;,ffectiveness based on a relatively small number of unit functions.
*

Therefore, it is both fair and wise to collect data
relevant to absolute levels of performance on those
indicators an-d on the learning (adaptive) behavior of
the unit over the course of the exercise.

in other words,

it

is possible to evaluate unit potential for effective

combat. performance both or. the basis of absolute performance and on
improvement rates observed over time.

This approach will not completely

eliminate the problem of "report cards."

It

would,

however,

"* Force the use of more objective indicators, making
identification of marginal areas of performance easier,

"* ProviJe a:i opportunitv to evaluate the unit for adaptability,

a cruzial area currently not examined,

and

"* Reduce ti.e incentive for underreporting exercises both
by creati.ga
more objective data and allowing dei,'onstration of t;ie learning curve for units during the exercise.

i

ST ING EVALUATIO:r

sYs r::is

While the research team was familiar,

by experience,

with a variety of

different evaluation systems for unit readiness and exercise evaluation,
7- 4

a brief review of typical systems and measurement techniques was undertaken to ensure that new approaches were understood and no unnecessary
"reinventing the wheel."

effort was expended in

Research efforts carried out by the Naval Personnel Research and Development Center (NPRDC)

provided a good background for this effort.

that office had conducted a survey of research

of an ongoing project,

related to unit performance effectiveness measures

(NPRDC,

tually no historically validated systems were found in
major effort (McQuie,
ysis of Combat,"

unit of analyses.
tary historians.

et al.,

1969,

1968),

on World War II
U.S.

1974).

Vir-

their survey.

One

entitled "Multivariate Anal-

was located that used historical data.

focused exclusivel,

As part

This effort

data and used the division as the

success was a judgmental variable coded by mili.-

Focus was placed not on projecting success or failure

but on comprehending the relationship between fire and maneuver.

A fac-

tor analysis,

revealed

*

for which incomplete statistical data are reported,

One factor with a 0.70 loading on U.S. success: whi.ch,
of 29 other variables, shows relationships onlywith
mode of U.S. operations (attack/defend) (-0.47), mode
of enemy operation (+0.55), ind number of enemy medium
tanks (-0.44).
None of these are the highest loadings
for their variables.
Another factor with a loading of 0.49 for U.S. success
has very strong loadings (0.86-0.90) for numbers of
U.S. personnel, small arms, crew-served weapons, and
mortars, and moderate loadings (0.41-0.52) for U.S.
mode of operations, U.S. medium tanks, enemy mode of
operations, enemy medium tanks, and enemy casualties
(McQuie, et al., 1969: 66).

None of these findings is
CACI research reported

inconsistent with either common sense or the

in this volume.

However,

it

seems surprising that

only medium tanks, of all possible variables representing maneuver,
associated with UI.S.

success.
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The research team also examined readiness indices for ground unit training utilized by the Second Marine Division (2nd

Marine Division, no date)

to see how the readiness categories were converted into training require-

ments.

Inspector General (I1)

inspection forms and other standard eval-

uation sheets were also reviewed.
Documents relating to exercise evaluation were also obtained from Headquarters,

U.S.

Marine Corps.

Among those examined were

Standard Operating Procedures for Tactical Training
Test, 2nd Battalion, 5th Marines, 1st Marine Division
(1st Marine Division,

1977),

Exercise Evaluation Sheets,
Marine Division, no date),

1st Marine Division (1st

*

BLT Tactical Evaluation Operation Order, Regimental
Order 5041.2, 4th Marines, 3rd Marine Division, 29
March 1975 (3rd Marine Division, 1975),

a

Predeploylent Company Tac Test, 2nd Battalion, 9th
Marines, 3rd Marine Division, 28 June 1966 (3rd
Marine Division, 1976a), and
Company!Platoon Tactical Testing, 3rd Battalion,
Marines, 3rd Marine Division, 9 March 1976 (3rd
Marine Division, 1976b).

These systems are based on several. assumptions.

First,

9th

there are a large

number of specific functions that units must execute in order to succeed.
Second,

umpir,2s physic-ally present

in the exercise will be able to pro-

vide information on whether or not the unit performed adequately.
an exercise should be evaluated in
ities.

Most

terms of the entire package of activ-

systems also include weighting,

viewed as more important than others.
score is

computed by

....

L•plying

A few of these evaluatiom,
is

unsatisfactory,

26-50 is

Third,

that is,

some activities are

For these systems,

a unit's total

the weights times the scores assigned.

systems provide standards of measurement (0-25
poor...) to be applied by the umpires.
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Evaluation systems are good training tools.

They force the units to deal

with a variety of activities and cause exercise scenarios to be broadly
based.

Their major wtaknesses are lack of historical validation of weight-

ing schemes and intangible judgments required from umpire personnel.

Systematic development of weighting systems is difficult and complex.
NPRDC has utilized Delphi techniques to produce weights for different
items based on the opinions of 25 experienced infantry combat commanders
(NPRDC,
1975).
Their level of focus ranged from squad through brigade.
The effort was designed to produce experience-based weighting for use in
the Marine Corps Tactical Warfare Simulation,
System (TWSEAS)

discussed below.

Evaluation,

A similar effort,

Defense Advanced Research Project

Agency,

is

and Analyses

sponsored by the

currently underway.

It

utilizes Bayesian decision analysis to produce weightings for items in
the Marine Corps Combat Readiness Evaluation System (MCCRES).

Both of

these efforts have the limitation of not being historically based or validated,

although both do use the experience of combat veterans as their

main source of insight.

The Harine Corps Tactical Warfare Simulation Evaluation and Analyses
System (TWSEAS)
exercise,
units in

merits a brief discussion.

Designed for use durin,

an

this automated data processing system provides feedback to
the field based on actions taken and the situation.

Hence,

it

is

possible to reward good performance and punish errors while the unit

is

in

the field.

Equally important,

the system allows assessment of

casualties and can be used to introduce appropriate reductions
strength and see how the organization functions.

in unit

The research team

reviewed a plan for Operational Readiness Evaluations developed by the
1st Marine Amphibious force for use in
as well as De,:elopmental Bulletin 7-76,

1976 (1st Marine Amphibious,

1976)

"Tactical Warfare Simulation,

Evaluation and Analysis System" (Marine Corps DL.veloptnent and Education
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Command (MCDEC)

1976).

As MCDEC indicates, the TWSILAS system provides

several significant capabilities.

0

Amnong the moet important are

The ability to produce scenarios reflecting specific
missions and emphasizing key combat functions and
dif ferent-sized forces,
*The ability tco alter weapon availability, threat, and!
or other key variables, and

e

The generation of a record of events, a set of standard reports reflecting the flow of the exercise and
the potential for calculating indices or parameters
based on the exercise.

The TWSEAS system can contribute significantly to the suggested system
for exercise evaluation.

One final class of evaluatLion. system should be discussed.
vant example is M~CCRES.

The most rele-

This system, currently being developed and itnple-

mented, provides a different view of evaluation by structuring the checklists for evaluations.

Rather TLhan a simple list of actions to complete,

the "mission perforniance standards" in MCCRES c_-s

of three key ele-

ments:

1.

Tasks or categories of activities that a unit must
carry out (for example, attack with tanks ana infantry
on converging axes),

2.

Conditions that help to define the situation which thfe
unit must overcome (for example, under cover of darkness, or with aggressor forces positioned to oppose
both the tanks ind the maneuvering infantry), and

3.

Requirements or defined standards to help the evaluators in measuring Success or failure (for example, firo
planning, must provide protection for maneuvering tanks).

F
Given this information,

the evaluator needs much less intuition or judg-

ment to complete a "checklist."

The task is made even more objective
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"by requiring that the unit be rated as satisfactory or unsatisfactory
no number or letter grade need be assigned.

--

Either the unit completed

the r.'uirements under the specified conditions or it di.d not.
Of course, MCCRES is a comprehensive

system, involving hundreds of tasks,

conditions, and requirements for each type of unit.

A

Priorities must be

established for types of tasks to be rated as crucial versus noncrucial,
tasks to be tested universally versus tasks that should be tested intermittently or only when preparing for specific types of mission, and so
forth.

The Army has adopted a similar structure for its Army Training

and Evaluation Program (ARTEP,

K:In

1976).

summary, U.S. military units in general and U.S. Marine Corps Units
in particular have developed increasingly sophisticated systems for evaluating unit performance on exercises.

All these systems,

on judgmental data for their structures and weighting,

however,

and none of them

evaluate the unit's ability to adapt to its field environment.
gestions made in

depend

The sug-

the next section focus on

*Generating
a way of thinking that allows somewhat more
objective components in evaluation,
*

Using the research results reported earlier in

this

volume, and other historically validated research,
to help establish weightings,
*

Taking advantage of the excellent resources already
available for evaluation,

*

Treating adaptive behavior as a meaningful indicator
of unit performance, and

*

Developing a data base that will allow establishment

of more objective norms for unit performance.
EVALUATION AND EXI'ERIMENTAL IDESIGN

A visit by the principal investigator to the Marine Corps Air-Ground
Combat Training Center (MCAGCTC) at Twenty-Nine Palms, California, and
7-9
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observation of field exercises on that base suggested that a key element
was being added to the exercise system in the Marine Corps -- the idea of
comparability.

A series of exercises involving live fire (and therefore

no major live aggressor play) has been conducted at Twenty-Nine Palms
All battalions have
for battalions from both the East and West Coasts.
been given roughly the same mi3sion, all faced the same terrain, and, with

A

some variation, and all have encountered the same scenario obstacles,
This element of comparability, particularly in light of the existence of
TWSEAS technology, suggests that the Marine Corps is in a unique posi-

[
F

tion to establish an evaluation system for projecting combat effectiveness from exercise data. Such a system would have two principal modes

of implementation:
1. To produce a baseline data set, validate the concept,
and gain experience in its implementation, a phase
in which a single, replicable exercise is evaluated
to experimental design and quasi-experimental
"according
principles.
design
2.

A later phase in which the assumptions of the design
are relaxed and data from different exercises, inissions, terrain, and other key features are collected
and compared with the baseline system.

!

There is an assumption that repeating similar missions on similar terrain
is not a bad thing.

;.CAGCTC has already made this assumption in choosing

to repeat the same problem at Twenty-Nine Palms.

The logic is

the sane

as that of the history professor who always gave 10 questions on his
final exam and drew them for 20 years from a standard set of 50 he had

developed in his first year of teaching.

Of course,

and fraternities on campus had a master list

all the sororities

of his exam questions and

his course was therefore considered a certain "A."

Asked about this, he

replied, "Anyone who knows the answers to those 50 questions deserves an
A in this course." Similarly, the conduct of a successful combined arms
operation across difficult terrain may well be, in itself, a real test
of a unit without having to vary the problem from unit to unit.
7-10
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Since units will experience

ever,

the Twenty-Nine

Palms problem over time,

how-

new and different elements are constantly entering the problem.

For example,

new threats emerge,

able to the exercise battalion,

new techniques or weapons may be availlevels of support may be different,

and

the weather will certainly be different for each unit.
Rather than classical experimental design (ideal for running rats through mazes), reliance on quasi-experimental design (Campbell and Stanley, 1963) techniques
is

wise.

A

These techniques call for creating a baseline of data on key

variables and then performing both simple statistical associations and
more elaborate multivariate techniques to establish "causal relationships."

WHAT DATA CAN BE COLLECTED

Any data from any source can be utilized.

Scores from the MCCRES system

would make an excellent starting point since MCCRES is
and standardized throughout the Marine Corps.

However,

bo:h comprehensive
there is

a great

deal of highly structured information currently passing through tne hands
of umpires and the Troop Exercise Control Center (TECC)
extremely valuable.
c1

For example,

that could be

interviews at Twenty-Nine Palms indi-

that umpires are currently recording,

for each target attacked,

The type and time of intelligence information received,
which indicates the presence of a target,
*

The time at which the target is

*

The time at which fire is
or indirect),

e

acquired by the unit,

brought on the target (direct

and

1- time at which the target is declared neutralized,
that is, hit by sufficient firepower to destroy it.

Figure 1 shows the type of data that might be generated

""

mation.

TI-

tical axis is

A

from this infor-

-- rizontal axis reflects hours into the exercise.

The ver-

the time fro,, the identification of a target by the. unit
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(target acquisition) until the target

is

Note that these data reflect two things,

declared destroyed by the TECC.
the relative skill level of the

unit at the time the exercise began (neediny
target),

8-10 minutes to destroy a
Given the

and the iearning or adaptive behavior of the unit.

importance of factors like maneuver during action,

use of supporting fires, and so forth, in

principles of war,
reported earlier,

implementation of the

this type of learrning behavior is

the research

an outstanding indi.-

cator of the quality of unit performance.

It

is

not the purpose here to design a full evaluation system,

but a

brief list of the types of key indicators that are directly available
and could be coded for units would include

"* Speed of mission completion "where missions are comparable),

"* Speed of response to enemy air threat,
"* Variety of weapons utilized,
"* Reaction (percentage success and speed) to electronic
"*

warfare,
Speed of destruction of enemy armor,

and

"* Percentage of time out of communication with supporting arras.

Added onto a system like MCCRES and supported with a system like TWSEAS,
thiC

type of data would be invaluable in

increasing the objectivity of

evaluation and its longer-term utility.

RELATED ANALYSES

Two key types of related analyses would also become possible.

First,

weighted performance scores could be produced based on the results of
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this project,
research.

the ARI'A-sponsored Bayesian efforts,

Second,

and perhaps more important,

and/or the NPKDC Delphi.

research

into the linkages

between exercise performance measures and other variables would be practical.

For example,

The CACI finding that completion of full uait training
cycles is a predictor of combat performance could be
examined for exercise situations;
a

Unit maintenance ratings could be compared with exercise performance measures;

9

Personnel turbulence variables could be used to estimaLe the impact of rotation policies on performance
levels; and

*

Number of weather-related injuries might be correlated
with unit performance to establish overall levels of
preparedness.

These analyses necessarily depend on the gradual development of a large
enough data base to perform meaningful statistical analyses.
ficient information is

present for this baseline data,

other types of exercises,
another system,
then,

Once suf-

comparisons with

perhaps already collected through TWSEAS or

could be used to produce evaluations.

This "system"

a collection of techniques and approaches already in

is,

existence but

strucLured for effective analyses and weighted on the basis of research
into effective combat performance.
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